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Introduction
When the Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie (FHH) published its first Fine Watch Journal 
last year, it set a well-received precedent. Building on this success, the FHH is publishing 
this second Fine Watch Journal which presents new timepieces for 2013. They have been 
chosen as representative of genuine innovation in mechanisms or design by the Maisons 
that produce them. Each watch is presented with its specifications and a brief description.

This Fine Watch Journal provides an extensive overview of the timepieces that will be 
reaching the market in the coming months, based on presentations made at watch fairs 
earlier in the year. This selection reveals trends, helps gauge customers’ expectations, 
and gives an idea of the direction taken by a profession that is conquering the world.

Two factors governed this selection: no more than four models per brand, each of which 
must introduce an original element based on the criteria below. This Journal, which 
offers a condensed and therefore, by definition, imperfect view of Fine Watchmaking in 
2013, is intended as a key to understanding and better anticipating the future.
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2012, a record year
With exports totalling CHF 21.4 billion (+11%), Swiss watchmaking posted another 
record year in 2012. Based on generally accepted criteria, this signifies that retail sales 
of Swiss watches are well in excess of CHF 50 billion. Growth is nonetheless substantially 
lower than in previous years, a fact borne out by figures for the first months of 2013. 
Between January and April, exports rose by 3.3%, an increase that is more in line with 
the branch’s long-term trend.

There are several reasons for this: a negative base effect, a slowdown in the Asian 
markets, particularly China, and a macroeconomic climate still marked by uncertainty in 
Europe and the United States. A state of affairs which has in no way hampered brands’ 
projects as they invest for the future, expanding production sites, acquiring suppliers, 
investing in equipment and hiring staff. Fine Watchmaking continues its forward march, 
as demonstrated in this Journal which trains the spotlight on the capacity for innovation 
that defines these guardians of time.



Trends for 2013
Women are at the receiving end of this year’s most noticeable trend, as watchmakers 
put their female clientele well and truly at the centre of their attentions. Women will 
no longer make do with watches that are almost an afterthought, playing a supporting 
role to timepieces for men, and watchmakers have understood this. Ladies’ watches 
are therefore at the heart of this year’s collections, many with complications that are 
often poetic, sometimes highly technical, but always with the lightness of being that so 
appeals to watchmaking’s female admirers.

Vintage is still a strong theme with models that celebrate a milestone anniversary or a 
design that has become part of its maker’s DNA. Elsewhere, watchmakers show their 
consummate skill in skeleton dials that reveal the mechanical splendours beneath. Cases 
adopt more slender forms, as if to remind us that a timepiece is first and foremost a 
personal object. The métiers d’art continue to express themselves as they transform time 
with feathers, embroidery, precious gems and marquetry. Which leaves the mechanical 
complication itself, innovation and boundary-pushing technology evidenced in unprec-
edented movements… proof of the inventiveness that leaves Fine Watchmaking open 
to new discoveries.

4 Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie
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Definition of a new model
the four main categories of new model 
At the beginning of each year, watch companies present their new products. The 
distinction has clearly been made between watches that bring variants or a new design 
feature to an existing collection, and new watches that fall into one or more of the 
following categories:

the characteristics of a tEcHnIcaL new 
watch are as follows:

• Any new calibre or original module equip-
ping a “simple” or complicated watch

• Use of innovative materials or materials not 
generally used in watchmaking

• Advances in high-frequency technology

• Extra-thin movements

a WoMEn’s watch is defined as new by 
the following characteristics:

• A woman’s watch is not a derivative of an 
existing man’s watch

• Mechanical watches are designed for 
women

• The watch is specifically intended as a 
jewel-watch

the characteristics of a dEsIGn new watch 
are as follows:

• Particular focus on design to enhance 
legibility of the watch’s functions, provides 
genuine added value and becomes an identi-
fying feature of the watch

• Original movement, case or dial structure

• Contributions from the métiers d’art such 
as engraving, gem-setting, enamelling, 
marquetry, engine-turning, mosaic and 
sculpting

• Skeleton and openworked movements as 
an embellishing feature

A vintage watch is one whose original 
launch dates back at least twenty years. The 
vintage watch is often an iconic model and 
constitutes an important trend in contem-
porary watchmaking.

tEcHnIcaL

WoMEn’s

dEsIGn

VIntaGE
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2013 Trends  
and new models
Alphabetical order by brand
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A. Lange & Söhne

Movement | L1902 hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 18,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 30-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, chiming mechanism with 
grand and small strike, split-seconds chronograph with 
minute counter and jumping seconds, perpetual calen-
dar, moon phases

Dial | enamel, on 5 levels.

Case | rose gold, 50 mm ø, 20.3 mm high

Movement | L095.2 hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 72-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, outsize date, 
power-reserve indicator

Dial | hours and minutes dial, small seconds and outer 
ring in blackened silver, main dial in semi-transparent 
sapphire crystal

Case | platinum, 40.9 mm ø, 9.8 mm high

Grand coMpLIcatIon

A. Lange & Söhne’s Grand Complication is the work 
of a master which brings together the three most 
challenging of the traditional complications (strike, 
split-seconds chronograph and perpetual calendar). 
This model captures the essence of watchmaking 
from Saxony in both its beauty and its mechanical 
complexity. The choice of gold for parts of the 
displays, such as certain hands and the moon phases 
disc, further underscores the exclusive nature of this 
timepiece. Limited edition of 6.

Grand LanGE 1 “LuMEn”

An iconic model launched in 1994, the Lange 1 lent 
itself to a larger, more slender version, the Grande 
Lange 1, in 2012. Recognisable by its off-centre 
subdials and outsize date, shown in apertures, 
the Grande Lange 1 “Lumen” features a semi-
transparent sapphire crystal dial which affords a 
partial view of the movement. Thanks to a complex 
interplay of luminous surfaces, the outsize date is 
visible in the dark. Limited edition of 200.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL
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A. Lange & Söhne

Movement | L101.1 hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 42-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, split-seconds 
chronograph, perpetual calendar, moon phases, power-
reserve indicator

Dial | rhodium-plated solid silver or silvered

Case | platinum or rose gold, 41.9 mm ø, 14.7 mm high

1815 rattrapantE pErpEtuaL caLEndar 

A. Lange & Söhne goes further still in its command 
of short times with the 1815 Rattrapante Perpetual 
Calendar and its eighth in-house chronograph 
calibre. Here, the chronograph is joined by a 
perpetual calendar with hands which alone accounts 
for 100 of the total 636 movement parts. Visible 
through a sapphire crystal back, it reveals the excep-
tional level of finishing by the Saxon watchmaker, 
as well as the extraordinary movement construction.

tEcHnIcaL
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Armin Strom

Movement | self-winding AMR13 Manufacture calibre 
with micro-rotor, 18,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 5-day 
power reserve, 36.60 mm ø, 6.00 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds

Dial | white annular with applied markers

Case | stainless steel, black PVD, anti-reflective sapphire 
crystal front and back, water-resistant to 50 metres 

Movement | hand-wound ATC11 Manufacture calibre, 
twin barrel, 18,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 10-day power 
reserve, 36.60 mm ø, 6.20 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, tourbillon

Dial | black annular with applied markers

Case | 18k rose gold, anti-reflective sapphire crystal front 
and back, water-resistant to 50 metres 

GraVIty EartH

The first watch from the Biel-based Manufacture to 
feature micro-rotor winding, the Gravity collection 
comes as Earth, Air, Water and Fire. Armin Strom has 
developed an innovative concept of transmission for 
the micro-rotor, which comes into view through the 
skeletonised dial, and is also smaller than the barrel. 
Limited edition of 100 for each version.

tourBILLon FIrE

Armin Strom joins the ranks of watchmakers with the 
capacity to design and make their own tourbillon. 
This desirable complication can be admired thanks 
to skeletonisation techniques which are intro-
duced in the very early stages of manufacturing the 
movement. This Armin Strom Tourbillon comes in 
Earth, Air, Water and Fire versions, each as a limited 
edition of 50.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL
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Audemars Piguet

Movement | 2885 self-winding mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 19,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 45-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, split-seconds 
chronograph, minute repeater, perpetual calendar

Dial | sapphire, white counters

Case | form, titanium with black ceramic bezel, crown and 
pushers, 44 mm ø, water-resistant to 20 metres

Movement | 2874 hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 48-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, tourbillon, minute 
repeater, chronograph

Dial | satin silver, rose gold numerals and applied markers

Case | cushion, case middle in rose gold or titanium, 
white gold bezel, 47 mm sides, not water-resistant

GrandE coMpLIcatIon  
royaL oak oFFsHorE 44 MM

For the first time since its debut in 1993, the 
prestigious and sporting Royal Oak Offshore 
collection extends to a model that combines the 
three most precious complications, namely a split-
seconds chronograph, a minute repeater and 
a perpetual calendar. Encased in the powerful, 
angular forms that define it, this new timepiece 
brilliantly combines a watch for adventure with 
the excellence of horology’s finest traditions. Two 
limited editions of 3.

tradItIon tourBILLon MInutE 
rEpEatEr cHronoGrapH 47 MM

Strikingly elegant, the cushion form of this timepiece 
echoes an Audemars Piguet pocket watch from 
1920. This pleasantly different shape encloses the 
outstanding mechanics of a calibre that combines 
a chronograph with a minute repeater and a 
tourbillon. The sapphire crystal back reveals the 
haute horlogerie finishing, a centuries-old expertise 
in which the Manufacture’s watchmakers excel. Two 
limited editions of 10.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL VIntaGEdEsIGn
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Movement | 2120 self-winding mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 19,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 40-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | guilloché, silvered

Case | 18k rose gold, bezel set with 91 brilliant-cut white 
diamonds, 41 mm ø, water-resistant to 20 metres

Movement | 3120 self-winding mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 280 parts, stop balance when setting 
time, oscillating weight with ceramic ball bearings, 
21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 60-hour power 
reserve, 26.60 mm ø, 4.26 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, date

Dial | black with “Méga Tapisserie” pattern, black 
rotating inner bezel ring with diving scale and zone from 
12 to 3 o’clock in orange

Case | black ceramic, titanium sapphire crystal back, black 
ceramic bezel and crowns, 42 mm ø, water-resistant to 
300 metres

JuLEs audEMars Extra-tHIn 41 MM

With this new model, Audemars Piguet makes 
mechanical fine watchmaking ever more accessible 
to women. In addition to its delicate mechanics, the 
Jules Audemars Extra-Thin 41 mm stands apart for 
its delicate lines, harmonious proportions, and the 
91 white diamonds that circle its bezel.

royaL oak oFFsHorE dIVEr 42 MM 

Fully compliant with the NIHS 92-11 (ISO 6425) 
standard, this self-winding watch is cut out for use 
in extreme underwater conditions. It appears for  
the first time with a case, bezel and easy-grip crowns 
in black high-tech ceramic. Machining this avant-
garde material, seven times harder than steel and 
which only diamond can scratch, requires special 
machines and tools equipped with diamond-tipped 
milling-cutters.

WoMEn’s

Audemars Piguet

tEcHnIcaL
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Baume & Mercier

Movement | Dubois Dépraz 9000 self-winding mechan-
ical calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 42-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, day, month, date, 
moon phases

Dial | blue, satin sunray

Case | steel, 43 mm ø, 12.25 mm high, water-resistant 
to 50 metres

Movement | La Joux-Perret 7381 hand-wound mechani-
cal calibre, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 90-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds

Dial | curved, silvered, opaline

Case | 18k red gold, 42 mm ø, 8.85 mm high, water-
resistant to 50 metres

cLIFton coMpLEtE caLEndar  
(BLuE dIaL)

Inspired by the 1950s, the Clifton collection is a 
new addition to Baume & Mercier’s catalogue. 
Blending vintage style with classic appeal, it 
lends itself to complicated functions such as 
this complete calendar, displayed on a distinctly 
modern blue dial. With day and month shown in 
apertures, and date by a central hand, it offers an 
additional level of horological complexity.

cLIFton 1830

The most precious as well as traditional model in 
this new collection, the Clifton 1830 encloses a 
hand-wound mechanical movement inside a slim, 
red gold case. The curved dial echoes the domed 
“chevée” shape of the sapphire crystal. Such 
thoughtfully-chosen details add character and 
authenticity to this new model.

VIntaGE VIntaGE
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Beat Haldimann

Movement | hand-wound H-ZEN.K Manufacture calibre 

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | rhodium-plated by hand

Case | 950 platinum, domed sapphire crystal, trans-
parent back, water-resistant to 30 metres 

H11 cEntraL BaLancE purE

The H11 Central Balance Pure from Beat Haldimann 
is distinguished by a balance positioned in the 
centre of the movement, above the plate, and which 
distributes energy through a going train of aston-
ishing simplicity. The movement’s architecture is a 
mirror image of the H1 calibre whose balance is in 
full view on the dial side, whereas the H11 reveals its 
secret through the exhibition back. The dial is a pure 
classic with just hour and minute hands.

tEcHnIcaL
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Blancpain

Movement | self-winding 1315 calibre, 28,800 vibrations/
hour frequency, 120-hour power reserve, 30.60 mm ø, 
5.65 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, date

Dial | meteor grey

Case | satin-brushed steel, sapphire crystal back, 43 mm ø, 
13.40 mm high, water-resistant to 300 metres 

Movement | hand-wound 2322 calibre, 379 parts, 158-hour 
power reserve, 35.30 mm ø, 5.85 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, date, power reserve on the back

Dial | openworked mechanism cover with flinqué 
decoration, grand feu enamel chapter ring, Roman 
numerals in 5N gold

Case | red gold, sapphire crystal back, 44.60 mm ø, 
11.94 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres 

FIFty FatHoMs BatHyscapHE 

Issued to mark the 60th anniversary of the Fifty 
Fathoms, this Bathyscaphe, which also comes as a  
38 mm version for women, packs all the attributes of 
a dive watch into a resolutely vintage design. Which 
hasn’t prevented Blancpain from incorporating the 
very latest technologies, including a silicon balance 
spring and Liquidmetal, an amorphous metal alloy, 
for the graduated scale on the ceramic bezel.

tourBILLon carrousEL 

For the first time in watchmaking history, Blancpain 
associates two mechanisms whose purpose is 
to limit the effects of gravity on timekeeping 
precision: the tourbillon and the karussel, both 
flying and with silicon balance springs. The two 
independent carriages are connected by a differ-
ential which transmits the average rate of the two 
regulators to the time display.

VIntaGE tEcHnIcaL
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Movement | self-winding 2358 calibre, 546 parts

Functions | hours, minutes, flyback chronograph, minute 
repeater, karussel

Dial | openworked, chapter ring, 30-minute counter and 
hour markers in grand feu enamel

Case | red gold, sapphire crystal back, 45 mm ø, 
17.80 mm high 

Movement | self-winding 26F8G calibre, 495 parts, 
40-hour power reserve, 25.60 mm ø, 7 mm high

Functions | off-centre hours and minutes, large date, 
chronograph

Dial | mother-of-pearl, two waves of 17 diamonds

Case | 18k red gold set with 40 diamonds, sapphire 
crystal back, 38.60 mm ø, 13.10 mm high, water-resistant 
to 30 metres 

carrousEL MInutE rEpEatEr  
FLyBack cHronoGrapH

Blancpain proposes an innovative trio of complica-
tions, namely a karussel, one of its specialities, a 
minute repeater with cathedral gong and a flying 
governor to reduce background noise from the 
movement, and a flyback chronograph with column 
wheel and vertical clutch, with a 30-minute counter 
at the centre of the calibre. With its Tourbillon 
Carrousel and this Carrousel Minute Repeater 
Chronograph, Blancpain has more than left its mark 
on horological complications.

cHronoGrapH GrandE datE

As more and more women succumb to the charms 
of mechanical timekeeping, Blancpain has crafted 
this Chronograph Grande Date. Indeed, the 
company was among the first to imagine self-
winding watches for women, as early as the 1930s, 
a tradition this gem-set chronograph is proud to 
uphold. Mechanical precision is matched by the 
originality of an asymmetric dial which contrasts 
Roman numerals for the hours with Arabic numerals 
for the chronograph counters.

tEcHnIcaL

Blancpain

WoMEn’s
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Boucheron

Movement | self-winding Girard-Perregaux GP4000 
Manufacture calibre, 40-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds

Dial | silvered, with two silvered and polished gadroons

Case | 18k polished white gold, double gadroons, 
sapphire crystal back, 38 mm ø, 10.40 mm high

Movement | quartz

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | fully paved

Case | gem-set, in the shape of a scarab with four wings 
opened by a hidden mechanism

EpurE 

In Epure there is pure, the perfect name for a 
timepiece that eschews the superfluous to concen-
trate on the essence of time, with the elegance for 
which Boucheron is renowned. Shimmering with 
its sun-brushed dial and rounded, polished case, 
this self-winding Epure watch embodies the very 
concept of Time by Boucheron, that a timepiece 
should only count life’s happiest hours. Horas non 
numero nisi serenas.

kHéprI à sEcrEt 

The Khépri à Secret - Khepri is the Ancient Egyptians’ 
scarab-god - dazzled visitors to Baselworld.  
The wings of this scarab-shaped secret watch are 
opened by lightly pressing the little creature’s head, 
which is formed by a blue sapphire cabochon. A 
cam mechanism assembled from 40 parts causes the 
four wings to gently spread. The two upper wings 
are in gadroon-sculpted mother-of-pearl. They lift 
to reveal two smaller wings whose openwork lines 
are set with diamonds and blue sapphires. More 
precious stones cover the dial which displays hours 
and minutes. A magnificent jewel and a feat of 
technique in one.

dEsIGn dEsIGn WoMEn’s



 

Movement | self-winding chronograph, 28,800 vibrations/
hour frequency, 50-hour power reserve, 31.00 mm ø,  
8.40 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, large date, 
chronograph with centre seconds

Dial | rhodium-plated, counters in solid oak from the 
piles supporting Venice

Case | Amadeo convertible (wristwatch, table clock, 
pocket watch, dashboard clock), bezel and bow in 
microblasted steel, sapphire crystal back, 45 mm ø, 
15.45 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres

Movement | hand-wound mechanical, 421 parts, 
21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 5-day power reserve, 
one-minute tourbillon

Functions | jumping hours, retrograde minutes, seconds 
on the tourbillon, power reserve, reverse hand-fitting

Dial | skeleton

Case | Amadeo convertible, 18k red or white gold, 
sapphire crystal back, 44 mm ø, 15.20 mm high, water-
resistant to 30 metres

caMBIano cHronoGrapH  
spEcIaL EdItIon

The alliance concluded in 2008 between Bovet and 
Pininfarina was sealed two years later by the Ottanta 
tourbillon, in celebration of the Italian design firm’s 
80th anniversary. In 2012, Pininfarina came to the 
Geneva Motor Show with its very first concept car, 
an electrically-powered, luxury saloon, designed and 
produced in-house, named Cambiano. Bovet Fleurier 
marks this milestone with a chronograph whose 
Amadeo case becomes a wristwatch, a pocket watch, 
a table clock and even a dashboard clock when slipped 
in the special housing in the centre console of the car. 
Limited edition of 80.

tourBILLon ottantatrE 

The fourth timepiece to emerge from the collabo-
ration between Bovet and Pininfarina, the Tourbillon 
OttantaTre stands out for a powerful design 
balanced by the transparency of a skeleton dial. The 
convertible case with bow and crown at 12 o’clock 
are unmistakably Bovet, while the layout of the 
displays conveys the Italian design firm’s distinctly 
modern aesthetic. On one side, jumping hours 
and retrograde minutes above a tourbillon under-
score the original nature of the watch. The other 
side shows the time in a conventional display with 
reverse hand-fitting. Limited edition of 83.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL
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Bovet 1822

dEsIGn dEsIGn
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Bovet 1822

Movement | hand-wound mechanical, 363 parts, 21,600 
vibrations/hour frequency, 7-day power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, power reserve, tourbillon

Dial | circular Côtes de Genève, power reserve at 12 o’clock, 
tourbillon at 6 o’clock

Case | Dimier, 18k red or white gold, sapphire crystal back, 
45 mm ø, 12.80 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres

récItaL 10 7-day tourBILLon

The Récital 10 7-Day Tourbillon is a fusion of the 
Récital 1, the first watch in the collection launched 
in 2006, and the Récital 0 from 2011. The dial, 
hands and indications are taken from the Récital 1 
while the tourbillon cage and the distinctive shape 
of the bridges are borrowed from the Récital 0. 
Each detail of each part is decorated in accordance 
with Bovet’s aesthetic criteria, conferring sobriety 
and elegance on this 7-Day Tourbillon. Two limited 
editions of 50.

tEcHnIcaL
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Breguet

Movement | hand-wound 515DR calibre, 28,800 vibra-
tions/hour frequency, 96-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, power reserve

Dial | 18k rose gold, silvered and hand-guilloché with 
Clous de Paris pattern

Case | 18k rose gold with fluted caseband, 38 mm ø, 
water-resistant to 30 metres 

Movement | self-winding extra-thin 581DR tourbillon 
calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 90-hour power 
reserve, 3 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds on the tourbillon, 
power reserve

Dial | 18k rose gold, silvered and hand-guilloché with 
four different patterns

Case | 18k rose gold with fluted caseband, sapphire crystal 
back, 42 mm ø, 7 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres 

cLassIquE résErVE dE MarcHE 

Breguet has equipped its Classique Réserve 
de Marche with a “high energy” barrel whose 
mainspring uses a new type of amagnetic stainless 
steel with outstanding mechanical properties. This 
patented metal stores more energy in a given 
volume, thereby increasing power reserve to  
96 hours and delivering constant torque.

cLassIquE tourBILLon Extra-pLat 
autoMatIquE 5377

Breguet celebrates its “year of the tourbillon” 
with a fitting tribute to the inventor of this compli-
cation, Abraham-Louis Breguet himself. This 
Classique Tourbillon Extra-Plat Automatique 5377, 
whose movement is a mere 3mm high including 
the peripheral oscillating weight, deserves to 
be showered with superlatives. The tourbillon 
carriage and balance are in titanium, the balance 
spring in silicon, and the escapement in silicon and 
amagnetic steel. The movement beats at 4 Hz and 
offers 90 hours of autonomy thanks to its “high 
energy” barrel.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL
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Breguet

Movement | hand-wound 574DR calibre with stop 
seconds, 72,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 60-hour power 
reserve, twin 180° balance springs, silicon pallet lever and 
escape wheel, magnetic pivots

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, power 
reserve, 10th/second

Dial | 18k rose gold, silvered and hand-guilloché with six 
different patterns, off-centre hour and minute ring, small 
seconds at 12 o’clock, 10th/second display at 1 o’clock, 
power reserve at 5 o’clock, pare-chute at 2 o’clock

Case | 18k rose gold with fluted caseband, sapphire 
crystal back, 41 mm ø, water-resistant to 30 metres 

Movement | self-winding 78CS calibre, 25,200 vibrations/
hour frequency, 57-hour power reserve

Functions | off-centre hours and minutes, day/night 
indicator on a 24-hour rotating disc carrying the balance 
and spring

Dial | 18k white gold, silvered and hand-guilloché with 
“flame” and “barleycorn” patterns, day/night indicator 
on a lapis-lazuli disc encrusted with mother-of-pearl 
clouds, gold stars, a titanium moon, and a sun symbol-
ised by the facetted balance-wheel rim

Case | 18k white gold, bezel and flange set with 
143 diamonds, briolette diamond on the crown, sapphire 
crystal back, 40.04 x 32 mm, water-resistant to 30 metres 

cLassIquE cHronoMétrIE 7727 

In 2010, Breguet filed a patent for the magnetic 
pivot, one of the major innovations in the 
574DR calibre that drives the Breguet Classique 
Chronométrie 7727. This high-frequency movement 
beats at 10 Hz. The twin balance springs, pallet lever 
and escape wheel are all crafted from silicon, the 
material that revolutionised watchmaking. This feast 
of technology translates into a watch whose average 
variation in rate never exceeds -1/+3 seconds a day.

rEInE dE napLEs Jour/nuIt 8998 

Mechanical poetry, the delicately gem-set Reine de 
Naples Jour/Nuit beautifully embodies Breguet’s 
philosophy of women’s watches. A patented 
complication shows the hours of day and night on a 
rotating disc which carries the escapement and, at 
the same time, is a rare visual delight. Irresistibly, the 
eye is drawn to the movement of moon and sun in 
this exquisite rendition of time.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL WoMEn’s
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Movement | COSC-certified, self-winding Breitling B06 
Manufacture calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 
70-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, 1/8th second chronograph, date

Dial | Royal Ebony or Silver Storm, 30-second, 15-minute 
and 6-hour counters

Case | steel or 18k red gold, screw-down crown, rotating 
pinion bezel with variable tachymeter, sapphire crystal 
back, 49 mm ø, water-resistant to 100 metres 

Movement | Breitling 76 thermocompensated Super-
Quartz calibre

Functions | 12/24-hour analogue and LCD digital 
display, battery end-of-life indicator, 1/100th second 
chronograph, countdown, second time zone, multilin-
gual calendar, dual-frequency distress beacon

Dial | Volcano black, Cobra yellow, Intrepid orange

Case | titanium, domed sapphire crystal, bi-directional 
rotating bezel with compass scale, 51 mm ø, water-
resistant to 50 metres 

BrEItLInG For BEntLEy 06

This Breitling for Bentley stands apart for its 
30-second chronograph which builds on a Breitling 
patent from 1926. The central chrono hand sweeps 
the dial in half a minute to measure time with 1/8th 
of a second precision. Equally ingenious is the 
variable tachymeter which, via the rotating bezel, 
calculates average speed for any interval of time, 
distance or speed reached. Swiss excellence at the 
service of British elegance.

EMErGEncy II

Breitling was first to launch a wristwatch with a 
personal distress beacon, a device that has saved 
many lives. This year Breitling presents a new version 
of the Emergency watch, a high-tech gem equipped 
with a dual-frequency transmitter compliant with 
the specifications of the Cospas-Sarsat international 
satellite alert system, serving both to issue alerts 
and to guide search and rescue missions. A watch 
for life.

tEcHnIcaL
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Breitling

Movement | COSC-certified, self-winding Breitling 
41 calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, ¼ second 
chronograph, date

Dial | black, midnight blue, mercury silver, 30-minute 
counter

Case | steel or 18k red gold, 38 mm ø, water-resistant 
to 100 metres 

transocEan cHronoGrapH 38

With an aesthetic that draws directly on chrono-
graphs from the 1950s and 60s, the Transocean 
now comes as a 38 mm chronograph, specifically for 
women, whose self-winding movement is certified 
by the COSC. The careful consideration behind 
each detail has produced a watch whose sporting 
feel comes wrapped in restrained elegance.

WoMEn’s VIntaGE
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Movement | hand-wound BVL 618 Manufacture calibre, 
18,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 48-hour power 
reserve, 36 mm ø, 11 mm high

Functions | jumping hours, retrograde minutes, cathedral 
gong minute repeater with automata that move when 
the minute repeater is activated

Dial | 18k white gold, hand-painted and embossed with 
scenes depicting a sixteenth-century Italian palazzo

Case | 18k white gold and Magsonic, sapphire crystal back, 
54 mm ø, 16.36 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres 

Movement | B046 quartz calibre

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | mother-of-pearl with 12 brilliant-cut diamond 
hour-markers

Case | 18k rose gold, 31 mm ø, water-resistant to 30 metres 

coMMEdIa dELL’artE 

Inspired by cinquecento Italian theatre, this 
automata watch becomes a stage for the three most 
famous figures of the commedia dell’arte: Brighella, 
Pulcinella and Harlequin who spring to life against 
a backdrop of a Renaissance palazzo whenever 
the minute repeater is activated. A masterpiece 
of mechanical automata and the decorative arts 
proposed in three versions, each a limited edition 
of eight.

BVLGarI BVLGarI catEnE

True to its historical roots as a jeweller, Bulgari offers 
women a timepiece whose gold bracelet encircles 
the wrist twice. Simple in appearance, it is in fact 
highly complex to make. Bulgari’s creations have 
already graced goddesses of the silver screen - 
Elizabeth Taylor, Anna Magnani and Grace Kelly 
- who doubtless would have fallen for this latest 
affirmation of its talent.

Bulgari

VIntaGE WoMEn’sdEsIGntEcHnIcaL
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Bulgari

 

Movement | self-winding BLV 191 calibre, 28,800 vibra-
tions/hour frequency, 42-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, date

Dial | black lacquer, 18k rose gold-plated hour markers

Case | 18k rose gold, 39 mm ø

Movement | self-winding BLV 263 Manufacture tourbillon 
calibre, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 64-hour power 
reserve, 28.60 mm ø, 5.96 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, tourbillon

Dial | ivory lacquered gold, hand-painted, gem-set, 
champlevé enamel foliage and parrot, sapphire crystal 
over the tourbillon aperture

Case | 18k rose gold, sapphire crystal back, 37 mm ø, 
10.70 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres 

BVLGarI roMa

This limited edition of 250 pays tribute to the first 
Bulgari Roma, introduced in 1975 as a prelude 
to the Bulgari Bulgari two years later. Since then, 
the Bulgari name engraved twice on the bezel has 
become the hallmark of the firm, in a collection 
that advocates understated beauty in watches 
considered true objects of luxury in their day.

GIardIno tropIcaLE 

The Giardino Tropicale (tropical garden), Bulgari’s 
first ever complicated watch for women, demon-
strates a command of watchmaking expertise and 
the decorative arts. The dial takes inspiration from 
the art of miniatures. Bulgari’s craftsmen have 
used age-old techniques to create a work of art 
that demands complete mastery of colour, firing 
and, lastly, gem-setting. Supported by a sapphire 
crystal bridge, the tourbillon adds depth to this 
horological poem.

VIntaGE dEsIGn WoMEn’s
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Movement | 9454 MC hand-wound mechanical 
Manufacture calibre, Poinçon de Genève certified, 
21,600 vibrations/hour frequency

Functions | hours, minutes, double mystery tourbillon

Dial | guilloché, openworked with sunray effect

Case | platinum, 45 mm ø, water-resistant to 30 metres

Movement | 9601 MC hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | 22k yellow gold with granulation decoration

Case | 18k yellow gold, 306 brilliant-cut white 
diamonds for a total 3.65 carats, water-resistant to  
30 metres

rotondE dE cartIEr  
douBLE MystEry tourBILLon

Having made mystery clocks part of its heritage, 
Cartier applies the same principle to a wrist-
watch. A one-minute flying tourbillon is mounted 
on a sapphire crystal disc which itself makes one 
revolution in five minutes. A double rotation that 
bestows on this model the “double tourbillon” 
designation, and creates a stunning illusion of 
weightlessness at the heart of the watch.

rotondE dE cartIEr 42 MM  
pantHEr WItH GranuLatIon

Dating back to some 2,500 years BC, the granu-
lation technique creates a raised pattern from 
micro-spheres of metal, in different sizes, set into a 
flat surface. Cartier revives this art form in a watch 
whose dial glimmers with a magnificent panther’s 
head in yellow gold. Limited to 20 pieces, embel-
lished with white diamonds, this timepiece reveals 
another facet of Cartier’s mastery of the métiers d’art.

Cartier

dEsIGntEcHnIcaL
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Cartier

Movement | 9456 MC hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, Poinçon de Genève certified, 21,600 
vibrations/hour frequency, 50 hours power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, second time zone, 
flying tourbillon

Dial | skeleton with sunray effect

Case | rose or white gold, 46 mm ø, 13.8 mm high, water-
resistant to 30 metres

Movement | 1904-CH self-winding mechanical Manufac-
ture chronograph calibre, 269 parts, 28,800 vibrations/hour 
frequency, 48-hour power reserve, 26.18 mm ø, 5.71 mm 
high

Functions | hours, minutes, chronograph with centre 
seconds, hour and minute counters, date in an aperture

Dial | silvered opaline, partly snailed

Case | steel or 18k rose gold, sapphire crystal back, 
42 mm ø, water-resistant to 100 metres

BaLLon BLEu dE cartIEr tourBILLon 
douBLE JuMpInG sEcond tIME ZonE

Cartier delivers its interpretation of the traveller’s 
watch with a timepiece showing two time zones.  
In regulator style, the central minute hand sweeps 
two hour dials, one for time at home and one 
for local time. Both give the hour by means of a 
jumping hand. The movement also incorporates a 
flying tourbillon. Proposed as two limited editions 
of 50 each in rose or white gold.

caLIBrE dE cartIEr cHronoGrapH

Unveiled in 2010, the Calibre de Cartier collection 
welcomes new complications each year, and this 
year’s newcomer is the chronograph. In steel or 
gold versions, some with diamonds, this collection 
for men is highly desirable in more ways than one.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaLdEsIGn
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Movement | quartz

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | black lacquer

Case | 18k yellow gold set with 56 brilliant-cut diamonds

prEMIèrE yELLoW GoLd BracELEt  
and dIaMond casE

While numerous brands have issued collections 
especially for women in 2013, at Chanel the “fairer 
sex” has long been at the centre of all things 
horological. The very first Chanel watch, the aptly-
named Première unveiled in 1987, already broke 
with convention. This year, Chanel returns to its now 
iconic design.

Movement | quartz

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | black onyx with seven diamond hour-markers, 
inlaid mother-of-pearl camellia

Case | white gold with diamond-set bezel, 37.5 mm ø, 
8.60 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres 

MadEMoIsELLE prIVé  
MotHEr-oF-pEarL caMELLIa

Gabrielle Chanel’s favourite flower, this camel-
lia combines gem-setting with a mother-of-pearl 
sculpture composed from a dozen separate ele-
ments. Assembled into a delicate inlay, the petals 
form a camellia that blooms on a black onyx dial. 
Two petal-shaped hands, their centre completely 
cut away, complete this exquisite floral tableau.

Chanel

dEsIGn dEsIGnWoMEn’s WoMEn’s
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Chopard

Movement | self-winding mechanical calibre, 28,800 vibra-
tions/hour frequency, 42-hour power reserve, 26.20 mm ø, 
3.60 mm high 

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, date

Dial | silvered and guilloché or fully paved with diamonds

Case | steel or 18k rose gold, bezel in steel or 18k rose 
gold or set with diamonds, sapphire crystal back, seven 
moving diamonds, 36 mm ø, 12.08 mm high, water-
resistant to 30 metres 

Movement | COSC-certified, hand-wound L.U.C 
02.15-L Manufacture tourbillon calibre with Poinçon 
de Genève, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, Quattro 
system with four barrels, 9-day power reserve, 33 mm ø,  
9.35 mm high 

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds on the 
tourbillon, large date, perpetual calendar with day, 
month, day/night indication and leap year, power reserve 
on the back

Dial | 18k gold, hand-guilloché, snailed counters on a 
slate background

Case | 18k rose gold, open back, 43 mm ø, 14.90 mm 
high, water-resistant to 30 metres 

Happy sport MEdIuM autoMatIc 

In 1993, Caroline Scheufele imagined the Happy 
Sport which quickly established itself as an icon 
for the brand. Twenty years later, the Happy Sport 
Medium Automatic introduces a mechanical 
movement to the collection, not forgetting the seven 
free-floating diamonds that famously hover above 
the dial. The sapphire crystal back offers a fabulous 
view inside the mechanism which is finished with 
straight Côtes de Genève.

L.u.c pErpEtuaL t

Chopard demonstrates its mastery of complicated 
watchmaking with the L.U.C Perpetual T, a tourbillon 
associated with a perpetual calendar, having nine 
days of autonomy, certified by the COSC and 
stamped with the Poinçon de Genève. Legibility 
presides over the arrangement of the various calendar 
indications. As always, Chopard has made beauty 
one of its virtues, from the dial to the hand-finished 
calibre with circular-grained plates, polished screws, 
bevelled bridges and vertical Côtes de Genève.

WoMEn’s tEcHnIcaL
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Movement | COSC-certified, self-winding Chopard 
01.02-M, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 60-hour power 
reserve, 28.80 mm ø

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, power-reserve 
indicator, date aperture

Dial | black with charcoal grey vertical lines, white power-
reserve indicator

Case | steel, open back, steel bezel secured by 8 visible 
screws, 45 mm ø, 12.40 mm high, water-resistant to 100 
metres

Movement | self-winding mechanical calibre, 28,800 vibra-
tions/hour frequency, 42-hour power reserve, 28.60 mm ø, 
6.10 mm high 

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, chrono-
graph with centre seconds hand, 30-minute and 12-hour 
counters, date

Dial | black with black counters

Case | DLC-coated steel, closed back, polished DLC-coated 
steel bezel or set with diamonds, 40 mm ø, 10.90 mm high, 
water-resistant to 50 metres 

supErFast poWEr controL

Since 2008, Chopard has produced its own ébauches 
on an industrial scale. They drive the new Superfast 
watches in the Classic Racing collection, this year 
launched as automatic, power-reserve and chrono 
versions. These stylish and imposing timepieces are 
a nod at the world of automotive sports. Indeed, 
Chopard has longstanding ties with the Grand Prix 
de Monaco Historique and the Mille Miglia, both 
legendary classic-car races.

IMpErIaLE cHrono aLL BLack 

First created in the 1990s and completely 
redesigned in 2010, Chopard’s Imperiale collection 
is joined by an all-black, self-winding chronograph 
featuring a diamond-set bezel for the women’s 
version. Roman numerals, curved dagger-shaped 
hands, arabesque motifs on the dial that evoke 
monarchs’ embroidered insignia, a tapered crown, 
and lugs that resemble ancient columns, every 
detail is a reminder of imperial grandeur.

Chopard

tEcHnIcaL dEsIGnWoMEn’s
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Christophe Claret

Movement | self-winding MBA13 calibre, 21,600 vibra-
tions/hour frequency, 558 parts, constant-force mechanism, 
48-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, monopusher chronograph 
with mechanical strike at each function change

Dial | rhodium-plated charcoal grey or pink, openworked 
to show the constant-force mechanism and hammer

Case | grade 5 titanium, 45 mm ø, water-resistant to 30 metres 

Movement | hand-wound TRD98 tourbillon calibre, 
450 parts, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 27.60 mm ø,  
8.45 mm high, 72-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, repeats hours, minutes and 
quarters on demand on patented cathedral gongs, 
tourbillon

Dial | no dial, charcoal grey titanium flange

Case | rose gold or white gold and charcoal grey 
titanium, 45 mm ø, 15.32 mm high, water-resistant  
to 30 metres 

kantHaros

Christophe Claret presents his Kantharos, a 
monopusher chronograph with striking mecha-
nism and constant force, with a fully integrated, 
self-winding mechanism… yet another on the 
watchmaker’s list of world-firsts. Many sports use 
sound to signal the start of a competition. The 
Kantharos strikes its cathedral gong each time the 
chronograph starts and stops timing.

soprano

A highly original duo of complications resides 
inside the Soprano by Christophe Claret, namely 
a 60-second tourbillon and a minute repeater with 
Westminster chimes on four patented gongs struck 
by four hammers, highlighted by stepped bridges in 
the Charles X style. Developed by the Manufacture 
more than a decade ago, the minute-repeater 
movement has been completely revisited for the 
Soprano to ensure the richest possible musical 
sound. Limited edition of 8 in each metal.

tEcHnIcaLtEcHnIcaL
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Movement | self-winding CO 040 calibre, 28,800 vibra-
tions/hour frequency, 48-hour power reserve 

Functions | hours, minutes, chronograph, 10-minute 
regatta countdown

Dial | black brass, nautical pennants and minute track 
on the flange

Case | grade 5 titanium, grade 5 titanium bezel, sapphire 
crystal back, 45 mm ø, 15.20 mm high, water-resistant 
to 300 metres 

Movement | self-winding CO 313 in-line baguette 
calibre with linear winding, 194 parts, 28,800 vibrations/
hour frequency, 40-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | sapphire crystal, applied hour markers gilded with 
5N red gold

Case | tonneau, 18k red gold, screw-down open back, 
37.20 mm x 51.80 mm, water-resistant to 30 metres 

adMIraL’s cup ac-onE 45 rEGatta

Corum has long been synonymous with sailing. 
This chronograph watch with regatta countdown 
fits perfectly with the company’s philosophy to 
produce traditional mechanical watches. These 
include the Admiral’s Cup, which is specially 
dedicated to racing the waves. The new calibre 
inside the AC-One 45 Regatta features a numerical 
jumping countdown display in an aperture that 
skippers can read at a glance.

GoLdEn BrIdGE autoMatIc

Presented for the first time in 1980, the Golden 
Bridge’s baguette movement takes on a new 
perspective. When the watch isn’t worn, its archi-
tecture can be admired from all angles in a 
translucent case. Once on the wrist, the movement 
comes to the fore against an opaque background. 
The secret resides in a two-part sapphire dial with 
metallic striping, mounted behind the movement. 
A new way to enjoy this contemporary icon of 
mechanical watchmaking.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL
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Corum

Movement | hand-wound CO 007 in-line baguette calibre, 
28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 72-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | no dial, mother-of-pearl flange

Case | ceramic, 40.90 x 35.20 mm, water-resistant to 
30 metres 

Movement | self-winding CO 207 in-line baguette 
calibre with two interconnected oscillating weights, 
28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 72-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | openworked, charcoal grey

Case | tonneau, grade 5 titanium or 18k red gold, open 
back, 42 x 52 mm, water-resistant to 30 metres 

tI-BrIdGE Lady

Unveiled in 2009, Corum’s Ti-Bridge lends itself to 
a version for women, with four different gem-set 
models and a white ceramic case, fashioned as a 
single block. The horizontal baguette movement 
is held by four cross-bars, also set with diamonds. 
Transparency, finesse and femininity define this 
Haute Horlogerie watch for women in love with the 
mechanics of time.

tI-BrIdGE autoMatIc duaL WIndEr

The Ti-Bridge by Corum has always stood out for 
the horizontal linearity of both case and movement. 
With the Dual Winder, Corum goes a step further 
and equips the CO 207 movement with an in-line 
winding system composed of two circular oscillating 
weights. They are connected via a transmission 
arbor which has them move in parallel for efficient 
winding whatever the rotational direction. This 
patented system is visible through the case back.

tEcHnIcaLtEcHnIcaL WoMEn’s
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Movement | hand-wound DB2145 calibre, self-regulating 
twin barrel, 287 parts, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 
6-day power reserve, 40 mm ø

Functions | peripheral hours and minutes 

Dial | solid gold, hand-engraved with the twelve signs 
of the Chinese zodiacal calendar on grand feu enamel

Case | white gold, open back, 44 mm ø, 11.1 mm high

Movement | hand-wound DB 2519 calibre, self-
regulating twin barrel, 354 parts, 36,000 vibrations/hour 
frequency, 4-day power reserve, 30 mm ø

Functions | hours, minutes, spherical moon phase, 
tourbillon with 30-second indication visible from the back

Dial | rose gold, hand-guilloché, mirror-polished, flame-
blued steel sky encrusted with yellow gold stars, spherical 
moon phase in palladium and flame-blued steel

Case | platinum, open back, 44 mm ø, 11.1 mm high 

dB25 IMpErIaL FountaIn

After the Ninth Mayan Underworld, which astounded 
observers with its spectacular hand-engraved dial, 
De Bethune returns with the Imperial Fountain, a 
collection of twelve watches. Each one is engraved 
with the head of an animal in the Chinese Zodiac, 
modelled after the fountain at the Old Summer 
Palace, where the Emperors of China resided. Each 
animal is represented as a bas-relief engraving on 
grand feu enamel by master artist Michèle Rothen. 
A new movement with a peripheral scale for hours 
and minutes leaves the centre of the mechanism 
unobscured. A limited edition of five series of 12.

dB25 Lt tourBILLon 

Constantly in pursuit of the perfect balance of 
simplicity, clarity and chronometric precision, De 
Bethune presents the DB25 LT Tourbillon. The high-
frequency tourbillon, visible only through the back 
of the case, is the fastest and also one of the lightest 
ever made. Fashioned from silicon and titanium, its 
57 parts weigh a mere 0.18 gram. The spherical 
moon phase on the dial side needs adjusting just 
once every 122 years.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL
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De Bethune

Movement | hand-wound DB 2105 calibre, self-regulating 
twin barrel, 236 parts, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 
30 mm ø, 6-day power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, spherical moon phase

Dial | star-studded sky in mirror-polished grade 5 titanium 
encrusted with white gold and diamond stars, polished 
steel hour marker

Case | grade 5 titanium, open back, 45 mm ø 

Movement | hand-wound DB2509 calibre, self-regulating 
twin barrel, 499 parts, 36,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 
4-day power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, jumping seconds, perpetual 
calendar with date at 6 o’clock, day at 9 o’clock, month 
at 3 o’clock, spherical moon phase and leap year at 12 
o’clock; on the reverse side, tourbillon with 30-second 
indication, power reserve, age of the moon

Dial | silvered, hand-guilloché, flame-blued steel sky 
encrusted with gold stars, spherical moon phase in 
platinum and flame-blued steel

Case | rose gold, open back, 43 mm ø

dB28 sky BrIdGE 

The Skybridge is, as De Bethune observes, the 
embodiment of the Manufacture’s entire repertoire. 
Classic in inspiration yet futuristic in the impression it 
makes, its arrow-shaped bridge seemingly pointing 
to infinity on the dial, the Skybridge transfixes with 
its spherical moon phase and star-studded sky. It 
is, without doubt, one of the most accomplished 
timepieces from De Bethune.

dB16 tourBILLon rEGuLator

The contemporary architecture of the DB2509 calibre 
is built around a high-frequency, 30” tourbillon in 
silicon and titanium on the reverse side. Joining it 
are jumping seconds and a finely-crafted perpetual 
calendar with moon phases. The complexity of the 
mechanism is perfectly executed with the sobriety of 
form for which the Manufacture is renowned.

tEcHnIcaLtEcHnIcaL dEsIGn
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Movement | SF 10-47 quartz calibre

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | rose gold, full-pavé of 226 diamonds, sapphires 
or emeralds

Case | rose gold, full-pavé of 476 diamonds, sapphires or 
emeralds, 36 x 36 x 10 mm, water-resistant to 30 metres 

suGar 

De Grisogono’s latest ode to women is a cascade 
of precious stones. A jewel of a watch, Sugar lends 
itself to ten different models whose design hovers 
between contemporary and baroque. Diamonds, 
emeralds, orange sapphires and blue sapphires 
swathe each Sugar down to the back of the case 
while the sides are adorned with a fringe of stones 
that shimmer and move with every turn of the wrist.

WoMEn’s

de Grisogono
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DeLaneau

Movement | self-winding calibre

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | grand feu enamel

Case | red gold set with 144 diamonds and 4 cabochon 
diamonds

Movement | self-winding calibre

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | grand feu enamel

Case | white gold set with 196 diamonds 

ataME poppy FIELd

The three unique watches in the Flower Fields 
collection from DeLaneau magnificently showcase 
its signature technique of grand feu enamel, 
further embellished with precious stones as befits a 
company renowned for its jewelled timepieces. The 
Poppy Field dial is enamel-painted in an Impres-
sionist style. It required over a hundred hours 
of work with successive firings, one of the most 
challenging aspects of this delicate art. The result 
speaks for itself. Unique piece.

rondo tuLIp FIELd

DeLaneau has measured its talent to that of the 
great Impressionist painters - Manet, Degas and 
Pissarro - to produce the grand feu enamel dials of 
its Flower Fields collection. Already versed in the 
technique of miniature painting on enamel through 
its previous creations, the company embarked 
on an ambitious adventure to capture the light in 
completely new ways. In its own words, “we had 
to rethink enamel.” Mission accomplished, as this 
unique timepiece shows.

WoMEn’s WoMEn’sdEsIGn dEsIGn
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Movement | self-winding Concepto calibre, 28,800 vibra-
tions/hour frequency, 48-hour power reserve, 30.40 mm ø 

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds

Dial | openworked

Case | rose gold and titanium, open back, 44 mm ø, 
water-resistant to 30 metres 

acadEMIa MIraBILIs

De Witt marks its tenth anniversary with a new 
iteration of the Academia Mirabilis, matching 
gold with titanium and the soft hue of bronze- 
and glacier-coloured PVD coating. The imposing 
geometry of the 24 imperial columns sculpted in 
the flange contrasts with an openworked dial that 
reveals the delicate gear-train and fine sand-blasting 
of the plate. This presentation of time on multiple 
levels brings a special perspective to a timepiece 
that is proposed as a limited edition of 88.
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F.P.Journe

Movement | FPJ 1300.3 unidirectional self-winding 
calibre in 18k rose gold, 22k gold off-centre rotor,  
340 parts, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 160-hour 
power reserve, 33.00 mm ø, 5.30 mm high

Functions | hours and minutes, leap year by a central 
hand, day and month apertures at 12 o’clock, large date 
aperture at 6 o’clock, power reserve at 9 o’clock

Dial | red or white gold, silver chapter ring, centre of the 
dial secured by a steel ring

Case | platinum or 18k red gold, 40 or 42 mm ø, 10.80 mm 
high

Movement | FPJ 1510 hand-wound calibre in 18k rose 
gold, 240 parts, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 70-hour 
power reserve, 34.00 mm ø, 3.75 mm high

Functions | off-centre hours and minutes, small seconds 
at 9 o’clock, power reserve at 6 o’clock, natural deadbeat 
seconds on the back

Dial | gold, silver, hour dial with “Clous de Paris” guilloché 
centre

Case | platinum or 18k red gold, 40 or 42 mm ø, 10.10 mm 
high

pErpEtuaL caLEndar 

The ninth model in the Octa collection, this F.P.Journe 
Perpetual Calendar with instantaneous jump is driven 
by a system which the watchmaker has devised to 
accumulate energy then release it immediately when 
the date, day or month changes, as well as slow it 
down as it nears its end. Adjustments are made by 
the three-position crown, except for the month whose 
rapid correction is by a hidden lever under the lug at 
1 o’clock. Day, month and large date are all clearly 
readable inside apertures.

cHronoMètrE optIMuM 

Newly joining the Souveraine collection, the 
Chronomètre Optimum is a compendium of technol-
ogies developed by F.P.Journe: parallel twin barrels, 
a remontoir d’égalité (visible on the dial side) that 
maintains constant power to the High-Performance 
Bi-Axial direct impulse escapement with two 
wheels that functions without lubricant, and natural 
deadbeat seconds viewed through the case back. A 
new milestone in precision timekeeping.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL
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Franck Muller

Movement | hand-wound FM 1700 calibre, twin barrels, 
213 parts, 18,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 7-day power 
reserve, 31 mm ø, 5 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, power reserve

Dial | white or inked enamel

Case | steel or brushed rose gold front, open back, 
water-resistant to 30 metres 

VIntaGE curVEx 7 days poWEr rEsErVE 

Franck Muller’s Vintage collection welcomes this 
Curvex timepiece whose seven-day power reserve 
is delivered courtesy of a second barrel. Attention 
to detail, particularly in the movement decoration, 
added to the perfect classicism of the watch’s form 
establishes the 7-Days Power Reserve at the heart of 
Franck Muller’s “historic” range.

VIntaGE
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Girard-Perregaux

Movement | hand-wound MVT-009100-0007 calibre, 
271 parts, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 7-day power 
reserve, 8 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, linear power reserve

Dial | openworked on two levels

Case | white gold with circular satin-brushed bezel, 
open back, 48 mm ø, 14.63 mm high, water-resistant to 
30 metres 

Movement | hand-wound GP 03800 calibre, 312 parts, 
28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 58-hour power 
reserve, 24.60 mm ø, 5.40 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, date aperture, 
chronograph with instantaneous 30-minute counter

Dial | opaline silvered or charcoal grey, tachymeter scale 
in a contrasting zone

Case | rose gold, open back, 40 mm ø, 11.25 mm high, 
water-resistant to 30 metres 

constant EscapEMEnt L.M.

At Baselworld, Girard-Perregaux presented its 
Constant escapement, a groundbreaking innovation 
based on the mechanical principle of buckling, stabi-
lised after years of development and now functioning 
in the watch of the same name. This breakthrough 
in escapement technology would never have seen 
daylight without a complete understanding of silicon, 
used to make the ultra-thin (14 microns) blade. Thus 
Girard-Perregaux provides a compelling interpre-
tation of constant force.

1966 coLuMn-WHEEL cHronoGrapH

The 03800 calibre, part of the GP 3000 family of 
movements, introduced in 1994, is a classic column-
wheel chronograph movement with lateral clutch. 
Chronograph functions include a centre direct-drive 
seconds hand and an instantaneous 30-minute 
counter whose hand jumps from minute to minute in 
a fraction of a second, making it much easier to read. 
This new calibre resides in the elegantly subdued 
case of the Girard-Perregaux 1966 collection.

tEcHnIcaL VIntaGEdEsIGn
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Girard-Perregaux

Movement | self-winding GP03200 calibre, 28,800 vibra-
tions/hour frequency, 42-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | guilloché with diamonds and applied Roman numerals

Case | satin-brushed and polished rose gold or white 
gold, set with 80 diamonds, open back, 30 mm ø, water-
resistant to 30 metres

Movement | self-winding GP03300 calibre, 28,800 vibra-
tions/hour frequency, 46-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, date, power-
reserve indicator

Dial | black, multi-layer with a pattern in the shape of 
the GP bridge

Case | ceramic, ceramic unidirectional rotating bezel, 
back secured by 6 screws, 44 mm ø, water-resistant to 
300 metres 

1966 Lady 38 MM

Like many watchmakers, this year Girard-Perregaux 
presented a lady’s watch driven by a mechanical 
Manufacture movement inside a gem-set case that 
reveals the mechanism through a sapphire crystal 
back. The perfect size for a woman’s wrist, this 
model joins the 1966 collection with its deliciously 
vintage lines.

sEa HaWk cEraMIc

The emblematic timepiece in Girard-Perregaux’s 
sports watch collection, the Sea Hawk borrows the 
octagonal form of the Laureato, whose atypical 
angles grip the bezel. This ceramic model stands 
up to scrutiny with its powerful lines and an original 
design that positions the crown at 4 o’clock for more 
comfort on the wrist.

WoMEn’s tEcHnIcaLdEsIGn
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Glashütte Original

Movement | hand-wound 58-04 calibre, DKD-certified 
(German certification body)

Functions | hours and seconds in off-centre subdials at 
6 and 12 o’clock, central minutes, seconds zero-stop 
mechanism, large date, power-reserve indicator, day/
night indicator

Dial | lacquered silver-grainé

Case | 18k rose gold or white gold, open back, 42 mm ø, 
12.47 mm high, water-resistant to 50 metres

Movement | self-winding 93-02 calibre, 48-hour power 
reserve

Functions | off-centre hours and minutes, seconds on 
the flying tourbillon, large date, moon phases

Dial | warm silver

Case | red gold, open back, 40 mm ø, 13.1 mm high, 
water-resistant to 50 metres

sEnator cHronoMEtEr rEGuLator

Geometrically perfect, the Senator Chronometer 
Regulator borrows the same principle as a regulator 
pendulum clock, once used to set other timepieces 
and control their precision. Typically of these clocks, 
hours and seconds are shown on subdials on a central 
axis while minutes are measured by a central hand. 
Another particularity of the Senator Chronometer 
Regulator is the seconds zero-stop mechanism. When 
the crown is pulled out, the seconds hand jumps 
to zero and the minute hand moves to the next full 
minute index, thereby assuring the correct correlation 
between displayed seconds and minutes.

panoLunartourBILLon

In keeping with the Pano collection’s character-
istic asymmetric design, the PanoLunarTourbillon 
displays hours and minutes on a large off-centre dial 
that frames the flying tourbillon set inside it, leaving 
room for the large date and moon phases to the 
right. As Glashütte explains, the placement of the 
dials has been determined in accordance with the 
golden ratio, the “divine proportion” of Antiquity 
that is found in architecture as well as in nature.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL
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Movement | self-winding 39-52 calibre, 40-hour power 
reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, stop seconds

Dial | domed, blue with sunburst guilloché, white gold 
hour markers

Case | steel, domed sapphire crystal, open back, 39 mm ø, 
9.4 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres

Movement | quartz

Functions | hours, minutes, date

Dial | galvanised steel, guilloché

Case | steel, domed sapphire crystal, 31 x 31 x 7.5 mm, 
water-resistant to 50 metres

sIxtIEs BLuE Hour

With its domed dial and crystal, and its white gold 
hands and hour markers, this Senator Sixties leaves 
no doubt about its vintage origins, reducing time 
to its essential indication of hours, minutes and 
seconds. Although this new model is also available 
with a large date, the Sixties Blue Hour, with its 
sunburst blue dial, remains the epitome of the classic 
three-hander in a colour that is characteristic of a 
quartz-free era.

paVonIna

Elegant and minimalist, the new Pavonina collection 
for women (from pavoninus, Latin for peacock) 
encloses a round dial in a cushion-shaped case, 
a form widely used for watches in the 1920s. The 
collection offers some twenty different models, 
some with precious stones on the dial and case. 
With the added detail of patented flexible lugs, the 
Pavonina watches blend a hint of nostalgia with a 
touch of today.

VIntaGE WoMEn’s VIntaGE
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Greubel Forsey

Movement | hand-wound mechanical Manufacture 
calibre, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency for each 
balance, 72-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, power-reserve 
indicator

Case | white gold, 43.5 mm ø, 20.3 mm high

Movement | GF02w hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 72-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, power-reserve 
indicator, time displayed or concealed by pressing a 
pushbutton

Dial | blue oxidised titanium

Case |  18k white gold, 44 mm ø, 16.78 mm high, guaran-
teed water-resistant to 30 metres. Each watch will be a 
one-off piece

douBLE BaLancIEr 35°

Continuing their fundamental research into precision 
timekeeping, Robert Greubel and Stephen Forsey 
unveil a timepiece whose movement integrates two 
inclined balances which are coupled by a spherical 
differential. Accounting for 28 of the 365 parts in 
the movement, this spherical differential averages 
the difference in rate of the two escapements and 
delivers this to the gear train. Limited edition of 6.

art pIEcE 1

Stephen Forsey, Robert Greubel and British micro-
sculptor Willard Wigan are driven by the same 
passion for works so tiny their very existence is a 
thing of wonder. Art Piece 1 combines their two 
worlds in a watch that displays time on demand 
by actuating a pushbutton. It is also an exceptional 
setting for one of Wigan’s sculptures, titled Golden 
Sails, of a three-mast ship, a mere 0.9 mm long and 
carved from gold. A specially-developed magnifier 
enlarges the sculpture 23 times without distortion.
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H. Moser & Cie

Movement | self-winding HMC 346 Manufacture calibre, 
18,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 72-hour power reserve, 
34 mm ø, 6.40 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, AM/PM 
indication, second time zone

Dial | lacquered and silvered or slate colour, sunburst 
ground finish

Case | 18k rose gold or 950 platinum, open back, 
40.80 mm ø, 10.97 mm high 

noMadE duaL tIME

This new timepiece from H. Moser & Cie interprets 
the GMT function with admirable simplicity and 
the pared-down aesthetic for which the brand is 
known. Thanks to the patented Double Pull Crown 
system, incorporated into the HMC 346 calibre, 
time in the second time zone is set by the crown 
without any risk of altering time in the wearer’s 
home time zone. Guided by the same concern for 
simplicity, the AM/PM indicator is positioned at 12 
o’clock. When the dual-time function isn’t in use, 
the coloured hand for the hour in the second time 
zone, which is adjusted in one-hour increments, 
can be hidden under the hour hand.

tEcHnIcaL
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Harry Winston

Movement | hand-wound HW4101 calibre, twin barrels, 
364 parts, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 35-hour power 
reserve, 37.80 mm ø, 4.95 mm high

Functions | instantaneous hours and minutes, cumulative 
display of minutes via a peripheral, jumping retrograde 
system with fifty-nine hands, successive display of hours 
via a peripheral, jumping system with eleven hands, 
sliding shutter revealing the HW logo every twelve hours

Dial | facetted sapphire crystal dome

Case | 18k white gold

Movement | hand-wound HW4501calibre, 345 parts, twin 
barrels, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 50-hour power 
reserve, 40.40 mm ø, 17.30 mm high

Functions | hour and minute counters, tri-axial tourbillon, 
inner carriage containing the balance and escapement 
pinion rotating in 45 seconds, intermediate carriage rotating 
in 75 seconds, outer carriage rotating in 300 seconds with 
corresponding indication, power-reserve display

Dial | three-dimensional, black gold finish, open to show 
the movement

Case | 18k white gold, caseband in Zalium with DLC treat-
ment, open back, 47 mm ø, 21.70 mm high, water-resistant 
to 30 metres

opus xIII

The only thing the Harry Winston Opus XIII has in 
common with any other mechanical watch is its balance 
and escapement. The rest of the movement, the 
work of independent watchmaker Ludovic Ballouard,  
brings to life fifty-nine pivoting minute hands, eleven 
rotating triangles for the hours, and a sliding trapdoor 
in the centre. Minutes accumulate around a track, each 
five minutes in red, then withdraw in unison when 
they complete the circle of the hour. Silver triangles 
spring in turn from a faceted dome to show the hours, 
rotating back when their duty is done. Every twelve 
hours, and for sixty minutes, the Harry Winston logo 
is revealed on the dial. With this new Opus, Harry 
Winston invents yet another new way to tell time. 
Limited edition of 130.

HIstoIrE dE tourBILLon 4

With hours, minutes and power reserve displayed 
in separate subdials, this Histoire de Tourbillon 4 of 
course gives pride of place to the complication which 
Abraham-Louis Breguet patented in 1801. All the more 
so as Harry Winston has chosen a tri-axial tourbillon 
whose carriages, positioned at different angles, rotate 
each at their own speed. This mechanical ballet is 
enthroned at 6 o’clock under a sapphire crystal dome, 
giving this watch its full force. Limited edition of 20.
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Harry Winston

Movement | self-winding GP3300 calibre, 191 parts, twin 
barrels, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 45-hour power 
reserve, 26.20 mm diameter, 3.20 mm high 

Functions | hours, minutes, date

Dial | slate effect, embossed hour markers and logo

Case | polished 18k white gold, open back, 42 mm ø, 
9 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres

Movement | ETA255441 quartz calibre 

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | 18k white gold set with 130 baguette diamonds 
(approx. 5.51 carats), bracelet set with 254 baguette 
diamonds (approx. 16.1 carats), bracelet attachments 
set with 4 brilliant-cut diamonds (approx. 0.08 carats)

Case | 18k white gold, 36 mm ø, 7.8 mm high, water-
resistant to 30 metres

MIdnIGHt MonocHroME autoMatIc 

For this perennial classic watch, Harry Winston 
has reproduced slate’s distinctive grain across 
the dial, using a technique developed by the 
firm. These delicate nuances of grey impart a 
mineral beauty that is further highlighted by 
the deliberate sobriety of the hour and minute 
displays. The back of the case is open to reveal 
the self-winding calibre, decorated with circular-
graining and Côtes de Genève. 

prEMIEr GLacIEr

The Premier Glacier is the most complex exercise in 
gem-setting a dial ever undertaken by Harry Winston. 
The diamonds appear to have been randomly 
scattered, their apparent haphazard arrangement 
creating the illusion of a glacier. In reality, each 
baguette diamond, cut into a lozenge and secured 
in an invisible setting, has its designated place in 
this perfectly controlled asymmetrical pattern, which 
progresses at the rate of just five to seven diamonds 
a day. Limited edition of 5.
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Hautlence

Movement | HLRQ hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 40-hour 
power reserve

Functions | jumping hours, retrograde minutes, jumping 
date

Dial | sapphire, multiple levels

Case | steel and titanium, 44 mm ø, 12.5 mm high, 
guaranteed water-resistant to 30 metres

HLrq 02

An avant-garde interpretation of the HLQ which 
Hautlence launched in 2009, this technically styled 
version superimposes sapphire dials to create 
perspective and depth. Different surface treatments 
and a choice of colours give both iterations of the 
HLRQ their resolutely contemporary appeal.

tEcHnIcaL dEsIGn
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Hermès

Movement | Vaucher H1912 calibre with Agenhor 4121 
module, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 50-hour 
power reserve, 23.90 mm ø, 3.70 mm high 

Functions | hours, minutes, time display activated and 
suspended by pushbutton, counter-clockwise operating 
indicator on a 24-seconds subdial between 4 and 5 o’clock

Dial | silvered, opaline, with or without natural white 
mother-of-pearl

Case | steel, with or without 62 diamonds, 38 mm ø, 
water-resistant to 30 metres

Movement | self-winding Soprod 9351 calibre, 28,800 
vibrations/hour frequency, 42-hour power reserve,  
26 mm ø, 3.60 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, GMT, day/night 
indicator, large date

Dial | silvered or blue

Case | rectangular, steel, 36.50 x 35.40 mm, water-resistant 
to 50 metres

arcEau LE tEMps suspEndu 38 MM

The Arceau Le Temps Suspendu watch is a chance 
to take time out from time, to enjoy an interlude 
over which hours and minutes have no hold. Its 38 
mm case incorporates a pushbutton which, when 
pressed, brings hour and minute hands to a stand-
still around 12 o’clock. Time is erased from the dial, 
dissociated from standard time that meanwhile 
pursues its invisible march. Pressing the button once 
more sets time running again. The eye is drawn to 
the hand that perpetually whirls backwards on the 
small sub-dial with 24 graduations, a playful witness 
to passing time.

capE cod GMt

Hermès extends its Cape Cod line with a GMT 
function. The second time zone is shown in a subdial 
at 6 o’clock with hour and minute hands. This is 
completed by a day/night indication on a two-tone 
disc. The large date at 12 o’clock adds the final, 
functional touch to a watch cut out for travel.
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Hermès

Movement | self-winding Dubois-Dépraz Petite Lune 
calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 42-hour power 
reserve, 26.20 mm ø, 5.20 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, date by hand, moon phases

Dial | white mother-of-pearl, moon phases on a blue disc 
with rhodium-plated fillet, rhodium-plated pearl-shaped 
hour markers

Case | steel, 38 mm ø, water-resistant to 30 metres

Movement | self-winding Vaucher H1928 calibre, 28,800 
vibrations/hour frequency, 55-hour power reserve, 
25.60 mm ø, 3.50 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | translucent chocolate brown enamel on white gold

Case | 750 white gold, 48 mm ø, water-resistant to 30 metres

arcEau pEtItE LunE

For the 35th anniversary of its Arceau watch, 
Hermès has imagined a moon-phase compli-
cation in a 38 mm version, suited to feminine 
wrists. Offered as two models with a white or black 
mother-of-pearl dial, the sloping Arabic numerals 
remain true to the original Arceau. The asymmet-
rical lugs which have the curve of a stirrup are 
another signature of Maison Hermès.

arcEau pockEt VoLutEs

With this Arceau Pocket Volutes, Hermès turns the 
spotlight on goldsmithing, a skill that combines 
gold marquetry with hand-engraving. Two discs, 
one in white gold and one in rose gold, are crafted 
separately then assembled and welded together in 
a furnace. The finely chased rose gold disc above 
reveals the first curves of the scrolling motif in a 
two-tone nested pattern. The artisan then engraves 
the individual scrolls to refine and define their initial 
volume. He models the metal, smoothes sharp 
angles, and curves the surfaces. The discs are then 
coated with a protective varnish and immersed in a 
ruthenium colour bath. Once the varnish is removed, 
the gold is revealed in three different colours: pink, 
light grey and dark grey. Artistry and craftsmanship 
unite for this unique piece.
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Hublot

Movement | hand-wound HUB9005.H1.6 calibre, 637 parts, 
21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 11 in-line barrels, 50-day 
power reserve, 45.80 x 39.50 mm, 15.30 mm high 

Functions | hours, minutes, power reserve on anodised 
black aluminium cylinders, seconds on anodised black 
aluminium cylinder on the suspended vertical tourbillon, 
ergonomic time-setting crown under the case, invisible 
hand-winding

Dial | no dial

Case | black PVD titanium

Movement | hand-wound HUB 9008 calibre with flying 
tourbillon, 295 parts, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 
5-day power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, moon phases, solar calendar, 
lunar calendar, sidereal position of the sun and moon, 
one-minute flying tourbillon

Dial | openworked

Case | satin-finish, polished, microblasted titanium

Mp-05 “LaFErrarI”

With its 11 series-mounted, in-line barrels delivering 
50 days of autonomy, Hublot’s Masterpiece LaFerrari 
sets a world record for power reserve. It also contains 
the most parts ever for a watch by Hublot, almost 
a concept watch that pays homage to the fabulous 
machines to come out of the Maranello workshops. 
Hours and minutes are displayed to the right of the 
barrels, on cylinders. To the left are the cylinders 
indicating the power reserve. Small seconds are 
on a cylinder fastened to the suspended tourbillon 
carriage. As Hublot itself says, we are in the world of 
the exceptional. Limited edition of 50.

Mp-08 antIkytHEra sunMoon 

The Antikythera SunMoon includes a solar calendar 
and a lunar calendar, as well as an indication showing 
the sidereal position of the Sun and the Moon. This 
means that, as well as being able to read the time, 
the wearer of this watch can ascertain, for a given day 
and with extreme accuracy, the phase of the Moon, 
or more specifically its shape in the sky, the name 
of the constellation behind it, and the time required 
for the Moon to pass through this constellation. For 
the same day, it also shows the constellation located 
behind the Sun and the time required for the Sun to 
pass through it. The piece is completed by a flying 
tourbillon. Limited edition of 20.
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Hublot

Movement | hand-wound skeletonised MHUB6010.H1.1 
tourbillon Manufacture calibre, 155 parts, 21,600 vibra-
tions/hour frequency, 120-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, tourbillon

Dial | openworked, gem-set

Case | 18k white gold, gem-set, open back, 45 mm ø, 
water-resistant to 30 metres

Movement | HUB 1242 Unico calibre, 330 parts, 28,800 
vibrations/hour frequency, 72-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, flyback 
chronograph, date

Dial | skeleton, mat black varnish

Case | titanium or 18k King Gold, titanium or satin-finish 
black ceramic bezel, open back, 45.50 mm ø, water-
resistant to 100 metres

cLassIc FusIon HautE JoaILLErIE  
“1 MILLIon”

Hublot’s major Haute Joaillerie watch, the Classic 
Fusion is set with 1,185 baguette diamonds, which 
represents four months of work for the gem-setters. 
The openwork dial, which adopts the original 
shapes of the movement, is also set with diamonds, 
including the minute track and around the tourbillon. 
Twenty-four people specialising in nine different 
disciplines worked together to produce this limited 
edition of 8.

BIG BanG unIco

This new piece is the first in a line of products 
designed to house all future incarnations of the 
Unico movement: a column-wheel chronograph 
movement with a dual horizontal coupling visible on 
the dial side, developed and produced by Hublot 
and first presented in 2009. It marks the start of a 
new line that will complete the Big Bang, Classic 
Fusion, King Power and Masterpiece ranges. The 
Unico chrono is the fusion of Hublot design and 
mechanics for series production.
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IWC

Movement | 94800 hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 18,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 96-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, constant-force 
tourbillon, double moon phases for the northern and 
southern hemispheres, countdown to the next full 
moon, power-reserve indicator

Case | platinum and ceramic, 46 mm ø, 14 mm high, 
water-resistant to 120 metres

Movement | 89802 self-winding mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 68-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, flyback chrono-
graph, digital perpetual calendar

Dial | black with sapphire counters

Case | titanium aluminide, 46 mm ø, 17 mm high, water-
resistant to 120 metres

InGEnIEur constant-ForcE tourBILLon

IWC confirms its vision of grandes complications 
with this Ingenieur Constant-Force Tourbillon. The 
patented constant-force mechanism is integrated 
into the tourbillon to ensure exceptionally regular 
rate in all circumstances, giving serious edge to a 
timepiece that matches horological performance 
with high-tech sporting appeal.

InGEnIEur pErpEtuaL caLEndar  
dIGItaL datE-MontH

White markings on a dark background ensure the 
excellent legibility of the functions proposed by the 
Ingenieur Perpetual Calendar Digital Date-Month. 
Numerals indicating day, month and leap years are 
clearly shown in apertures cut into the lightly smoky 
sapphire subdials. The five sunken and blackened 
screws securing the bezel leave no doubt about this 
watch’s sporting credentials.
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IWC

Movement | 89361 self-winding mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 68-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, flyback chron-
ograph, date

Dial | silvered or brown, circular-grained

Case | steel, 45 mm ø, 14.5 mm high, water-resistant to 
120 metres

Movement | 80110 mechanical Manufacture calibre 
with Pellaton automatic winding, 28,800 vibrations/hour 
frequency, 44-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, date

Dial | carbon

Case | carbon, 46 mm ø, 14.5 mm high, water-resistant 
to 120 metres

InGEnIEur cHronoGrapH sILBErpFEIL

In 2013, IWC announced its partnership with the 
Mercedes AMG Petronas Formula One team. The 
Ingenieur Chronograph Silberpfeil gives form to this 
alliance, not least in the circular-grained dial that 
takes its cue from the steel dashboard surround of 
the legendary Mercedes Silver Arrow W25.

InGEnIEur autoMatIc  
carBon pErForMancE

Lightweight, hard-wearing carbon, the material of 
choice for Formula One racing cars, is clearly in 
evidence in the dial, case and bezel of this watch. 
Cloaked in shades of black, with yellow or red 
accents depending on the model, this timepiece 
turns the spotlight on the engineering performance 
that watchmaking shares with motor sports.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaLdEsIGn dEsIGn
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Jaeger-LeCoultre

Movement | 809 self-winding mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 40-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, star chart showing the 
constellations of the zodiac coupled to an annual 
calendar, moving star-shaped hand to mark a personal 
appointment

Dial | lapis-lazuli, guilloché, diamonds

Case | 18k white gold, bezel, horns and caseband set 
with 155 white diamonds, 37.50 mm ø, water-resistant 
to 50 metres

Movement | 176 hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 48-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, flying gyrotourbillon, 
monopusher chronograph with jumping digital display, 
day/night indication

Dial | silvered opaline hours/minutes dial, sunray 
rhodium-plated chronograph dial, day/night indication 
with hand-punched background for the “day” section 
and translucent blue lacquer for the “night” section

Case | extra-white platinum, 43.50 mm ø, 15.50 mm high, 
water-resistant to 50 metres

rEndEZ-Vous cELEstIaL

Feminine with a touch of fantasy, Rendez-Vous 
Celestial displays the movements of the constella-
tions on a star chart, in addition to showing hours 
and minutes. A separate mechanism positions a 
star-shaped hand on a chosen time, as a reminder of 
a special appointment, for example. A combination 
of technical creativity, a wealth of decoration and a 
pleasing asymmetry, this timepiece offers an original 
way to read the heavens.

MastEr GrandE tradItIon  
GyrotourBILLon 3 JuBILEE

This is the first occurrence of the gyrotourbillon, 
a fundamental innovation in precision timing by 
Jaeger-LeCoultre, in combination with not just 
a chronograph but a monopusher chronograph. 
Gyroscopic functioning and a spherical balance 
spring measure short times with greater precision. 
Each function is shown on a separate dial for ease 
of reading. Chronograph minutes are indicated by 
a jumping digital display while seconds are shown 
by a hand.

tEcHnIcaLtEcHnIcaL WoMEn’s dEsIGn
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Jaeger-LeCoultre

Movement | 383 hand-wound mechanical Manufacture 
calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 50-hour power 
reserve per function

Functions | hours, minutes, second time zone with 
digital jumping hours and globe, power-reserve indica-
tion for each function

Dial | silvered, grained

Case | white gold, 42 mm ø, 13.65 mm high, water-
resistant to 50 metres

Movement | 758 self-winding mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 65-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, chronograph, 
chronograph operating indicator (in use, stopped, ready 
for use)

Dial | mat black, luminous hour markers

Case | reinforced cermet, 44 mm ø, water-resistant to 
100 metres

duoMètrE unIquE traVEL tIME

An exclusive discovery by Jaeger-LeCoultre, the 
Dual-Wing system provides each function with its 
own, independent power source, thereby elimi-
nating disruptions to precision as the mainsprings 
unwind. This Dual-Wing concept is used here for 
the first time in a travel watch whose second time 
zone is set by means of two pushbuttons. A globe 
coupled to the second time zone adds to this 
watch’s wanderlust.

dEEp sEa cHronoGrapH cErMEt

The Deep Sea Chronograph Cermet celebrates a 
line of dive watches first issued in 1959. The case 
incorporates cermet, a combination of aluminium 
and ceramic that has been coated with an additional 
layer of ceramic for even greater resistance. Calibre 
758 is completed by a chronograph operating 
indicator in a circular opening at 12 o’clock, inspired 
by the Manufacture’s “Chronoflight” onboard 
instrument of the 1930s. Different colours indicate 
when the chronograph is in use, stopped or ready 
for use

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL VIntaGE
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Jaquet Droz

Movement | hand-wound Jaquet Droz 610 calibre, 
1 barrel, automaton mechanism triggered by a pusher, 
21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 40-hour power reserve

Functions | off-centre hours and minute, singing bird 
automaton

Dial | metallised sapphire crystal 

Case | 18k white gold, 47 mm ø, 22.80 mm high 

Movement | self-winding Jaquet-Droz 1153 calibre, 
twin barrels, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 68-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | domed, aventurine or red gold with engraved 
pattern, or white mother-of-pearl

Case | steel set with 50 diamonds with a ball at 12 o’clock 
and aventurine cabochon; 18k red gold set with brown 
garnets with a brown pearl at 12 o’clock and brown 
garnet cabochon; 18k white gold with bezel and flange 
set with 128 and 148 diamonds respectively, 35 mm ø, 
12.70 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres

tHE cHarMInG BIrd

For its 275th anniversary, Jaquet Droz presents  
The Charming Bird, the fourth episode in a saga that 
began in 2010 with miniature painting, followed by 
engraving and sculpture in 2011, and automata a 
year later. A delicately crafted mechanism brings 
to life a blue tit which turns, flaps its wings, moves 
its head and tail, and opens its beak to chirrup and 
chirp. For this singing automaton, Jaquet Droz 
developed a compressed-air mechanism but also 
miniaturised techniques that date back to the eight-
eenth century. Limited edition of 28.

Lady 8

“8” is the symbol of infinity, as well as a lucky number 
for Jaquet Droz. Traditionally present on the dial of 
the Grande Seconde, it reappears in the case and 
upper loop of this Lady 8. Proposed as three gem-set 
versions, this classic lady’s watch embraces a touch of 
originality in the pearl or stone enthroned in the top 
of the 8 to accentuate its precious nature.

WoMEn’stEcHnIcaL dEsIGn dEsIGn
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Jaquet Droz

Movement | self-winding Jaquet Droz 5853LR.4 calibre, 
twin barrels, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 68-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, perpetual calendar with 
date and day by retrograde hands, month by a hand at  
12 o’clock, leap year on a disc at 12 o’clock, moon 
phases at 6 o’clock

Dial | black grand feu enamel

Case | 18k red gold, 43 mm ø, 13.20 mm high, water-
resistant to 30 metres

EcLIpsE pErpEtuaL caLEndar 

This perpetual calendar with moon phases draws 
on the contrast between its gold hands, a gold 
moon face, gradually eclipsed by a disc and 
surrounded by eight gold stars, and the black or 
ivory of a grand feu enamel dial. Date and day are 
shown by retrograde hands, the month is given by 
a hand that sweeps a circle at 12 o’clock, with a 
disc showing the leap year in its centre, with ample 
space left for the hour and minute hands. The 
extraordinary simplicity with which the many indica-
tions are arranged belies the complex mechanism 
beneath the dial.

tEcHnIcaL

Movement | self-winding Jaquet Droz 5N50.4 calibre, 
twin barrels, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 68-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hour in two time zones

Dial | ivory grand feu enamel

Case | 18k red gold, 43 mm ø, water-resistant to 30 metres

GrandE HEurE GMt 

With this Grande Heure GMT, Jaquet Droz has 
reduced the reading of time in two zones to the 
absolute bare essentials, with nothing more than 
two hour hands travelling a 24-scale. Never before 
has a watch shown time with such simplicity, accen-
tuated by the single crown for adjusting both time 
zones. A timepiece for travellers who consider 
minutes to be excess baggage.

tEcHnIcaL
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JeanRichard

Movement | self-winding JR60 calibre, 28,800 vibrations/
hour frequency, 42-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, date

Dial | blue, lacquered, luminescent hour markers

Case | polished, satin-brushed steel, screw-down back, 
46 mm ø, 12.60 mm high, water-resistant to 100 metres

Movement | self-winding JR1000 calibre, 28,800 vibrations/
hour frequency, 48-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, date

Dial | rhodium-plated, rose-gold plated applied Arabic 
numerals and markers

Case | polished, satin-brushed rose gold, open back, 
46 mm, 11.27 mm high, water-resistant to 100 metres

tErrascopE BLuE dIaL

Sporting a lacquered blue dial inside a robust, 46 mm 
cushion-shaped case and a steel bracelet alternating 
polished and satin-finished links, this Terrascope 
watch from JeanRichard plays with volume to produce 
a resolutely sports-styled watch. An in-house, self-
winding movement drives a timepiece that is cut out 
for adventure.

1681 cEntraL sEcond

There is a distinctly neo-vintage feel to this 1681 
watch by JeanRichard in its characteristic cushion-
shaped case, which measures a generous 46 mm 
from 9 to 3 o’clock. Visible through the open case 
back, the oscillating weight of the JR1000 calibre 
sports the brand’s new signature. A rhodium-plated 
dial and hour chapter with baton markers and Arabic 
numerals ensure time can be read at a glance.

VIntaGE VIntaGE
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Kari Voutilainen

Movement | Manufacture calibre, two escape wheels, 18,000 
vibrations/hour frequency, 30 mm ø, 5.60 mm high 

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | lacquered

Case | 18k gold, open back, 37 mm ø, 10.80 mm high 

Movement | hand-wound Manufacture calibre, 228 
parts, two escape wheels, stop seconds, 18,000 vibra-
tions/hour frequency, 65-hour power reserve, 30 mm ø,  
5.60 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, power reserve 

Dial | silver, hand-guilloché

Case | platinum or 18k white gold or 18k red gold, open 
back, 39 mm ø, 11.40 mm high 

28 sarasaMon

The dial of this unique piece is the work of Unryuan, 
among the most highly regarded Japanese lacquer 
studios, with full respect for the traditions of this 
ancestral art. This work of art emerged over several 
months, using the Saiei Makie and Somata zaiku 
lacquering techniques. The raw materials are gold 
dust and gold leaf, great green turban shell, and 
abalone shell. The result is on a par with the flawless 
mechanisms of Kari Voutilainen. The 28 Sarasamon is a 
living microcosm of changing, moving light and colour.

V-8r

Produced as a limited edition of 25, this is the first 
complication which Kari Voutilainen has adapted to 
his in-house calibre. The power reserve was chosen 
as being exactly in character with a hand-wound 
mechanical watch. And because Voutilainen is a 
purist through and through, his power reserve, 
visible on the dial side, corresponds to the 48 
hours of optimal torque out of the full 65 hours 
of autonomy. A stop seconds mechanism when 
setting the time completes this highly refined 
approach to the measurement of time.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaLdEsIGn
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Movement | self-winding LV175 Manufacture calibre 
for the hours and minutes, hand-wound for the  
twin chronograph with a 35-hour power reserve,  
437 parts, two column wheels, four balances, four 
barrels, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 37 mm ø, 
6.53 mm high 

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, twin chronograph 
with three counters

Dial | 18k white gold, guilloché, translucent blue grand 
feu enamel

Case | 18k white gold, open back, 45.50 mm ø, 14.35 mm 
high, water-resistant to 100 metres 

Movement | self-winding LV92 calibre, 28,800 vibrations/
hour frequency, 42-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, date, chrono-
graph with 30-minute counter, second time zone, day/
night indicator

Dial | black

Case | steel or 18k rose gold with Black MMC, open 
back, 45 mm, water-resistant to 100 metres

taMBour tWIn cHrono

Designed for competitive sailing, this complex 
mechanism - driven by four “engines” and with two 
clutchless, hence zero-friction, column wheels - is sim-
plicity itself to use. One push on the button at 7 o’clock 
simultaneously starts the timing of the two boats in 
competition, on the two bottom chronograph dials. 
When the first boat crosses the finish line, a second 
push stops one of the readings and starts the separate 
split-recording subdial at 12 o’clock. At the end of the 
race, a third push gives the result for the second boat, 
and the difference between winning and losing times. 
The Tambour Twin Chrono has a grand feu enamel dial 
and is proposed in two limited editions of 15, a tip of 
the hat to the 30 years of the Louis Vuitton Cup.

taMBour éVoLutIon  
GMt cHronoGrapH

The new éVolution watches from Louis Vuitton, one 
GMT, one chrono, and one combination of the two, 
offer a sleeker, more sober architecture than the 
previous models in the Tambour collection, debuted 
in 2002. They come clad in a high-tech metal matrix 
composite - Black MMC - favoured by the aeronautics 
industry and Formula 1 racing for its high resistance 
and lightness.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL
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Louis Vuitton

Movement | self-winding LV80 tourbillon calibre, 28,800 
vibrations/hour frequency, 60-hour power reserve 

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds

Dial | mother-of-pearl, sunburst guilloché, Monogram 
pattern, diamonds

Case | 18k rose gold, bezel, open back, lugs and crown 
set with diamonds, water-resistant to 50 metres

taMBour MonoGraM tourBILLon

The seven models in the new Monogram line from 
Louis Vuitton, all gem-set, are driven by mechanical 
movements, with the exception of the steel version, 
and even a tourbillon calibre, the second to be pro-
posed by Louis Vuitton. The inverted Tambour case 
introduces a new, finer contour.

WoMEn’s
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MB&F

Movement | three-dimensional horological engine on 
a Sowind base, housed in a stainless steel container,  
224 parts, self-winding with “mystery” rotor, 28,800 
vibrations/hour frequency, 42-hour power reserve

Functions | minutes and bi-directional jumping hours 
displayed by a reflective sapphire crystal prism with 
magnifying lens

Dial | no dial

Case | zirconium with internal water-resistant steel 
engine container, open back, slide button to open and 
close flaps, exhaust ports to drain water, 51.50 x 49 x 
22.50 mm, water-resistant to 30 metres

HoroLoGIcaL MacHInE n°5  
“on tHE road aGaIn”

The HM5 “On the Road Again” looks simple; in reality 
it is highly complex. The hour and minute display 
seems straightforward, but these are bi-directional 
jumping hours with inversed indications, reflected 90° 
with 20% magnification. The case looks as though it 
flew in from the future but takes its cue from the radical 
design of the 1970s Amida Digitrend. The movement 
is mechanical but inspired by an era when quartz ruled. 
The rear louvres on supercars, another inspiration, 
block light but on the HM5 they let in light to charge 
the Superluminova hour and minute discs. As for the 
exhaust pipes, they drain moisture… think James 
Bond’s Lotus Esprit in The Spy Who Loved Me.

tEcHnIcaL VIntaGE
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McGonigle

Movement | hand-wound McG01 calibre, twin barrels, 
18,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 90-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds

Dial | openworked 

Case | 18k rose gold, open back, 43 mm ø, water-
resistant to 30 metres

tuscar Bánú

The McGonigle brothers hail from Ireland and spent 
several years working for prestigious Manufactures, 
including Christophe Claret, before setting up on 
their own. After their first watch, a tourbillon, they 
present a time-only model whose architecture is 
identifiable at a glance… with input from Alberto 
Papi. Bánú means dawn in Irish Gaelic; tuscar is 
a group of rocks with a lighthouse. A name and 
a timepiece which share the force and beauty of 
Ireland’s rugged coast.

tEcHnIcaL
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Montblanc

Movement | MB R220 self-winding mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 72-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, indication of the transition 
from day to night and back, day, date, chronograph, 
power-reserve indicator on the back

Dial | silvered with “barleycorn” guilloché

Case | 18k red gold, 43 mm ø, 15.30 mm high, water-
resistant to 30 metres

Movement | MB 4810/410 self-winding mechanical 
calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 42-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, world time on a 
24-hour disc, date

Dial | anthracite with engraved southern hemisphere, 
luminous hands, 24 major cities of the southern 
hemisphere engraved on the flange

Case | steel, satin-finish titanium bezel, 42 mm ø, 12.05 mm 
high, water-resistant to 30 metres

nIcoLas rIEussEc rIsInG Hours

In its prestigious Nicolas Rieussec collection, 
Montblanc has chosen the innovative solution of 
fixed hands above rotating discs for its displays. This 
model further stands out for its original indication 
of the transition from day to night, and vice versa. 
Hour numerals cut in one disc reveal a second disc 
beneath that moves from white to blue, and back 
again, using a complex mechanism that was specifi-
cally developed by Montblanc.

tIMEWaLkEr WorLd-tIME HEMIspHErE 
(soutHErn HEMIspHErE)

The TimeWalker World-Time Hemisphere is offered 
as two versions, for the northern and southern 
hemispheres. In this Southern Hemisphere version, 
the names of 24 major cities in this region of the 
world are inscribed on the bezel. Time in these 
locations is shown on the 24-hour disc at the centre 
of the dial, which turns anticlockwise to match this 
geographical perspective. This variant is also distin-
guished from the Northern Hemisphere version by 
an anthracite dial and stainless steel strap.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL
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Montblanc

Movement | MB M62.00 hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 18,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 50-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds

Dial | inlaid white mother-of-pearl

Case | 18k red gold, 36 mm ø, 9.60 mm high, water-
resistant to 30 metres

Movement | MB 4810/409 self-winding mechanical 
Manufacture calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 
42-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, date

Dial | white mother-of-pearl with the “12” numeral in red 
gold, 9 white diamonds and a drop-shaped pink sapphire

Case | 18k red gold, bezel set with 126 brilliant-cut 
diamonds, 34 mm ø, 10.80 mm high, water-resistant to 
30 metres

VILLErEt 1858 sEcondE autHEntIquE

Montblanc extends its offering of lady’s timepieces 
with the Villeret 1858 Seconde Authentique. In 
addition to the luxury of an 18k red gold case, this 
model is rich with horological substance thanks to 
a hand-wound mechanical Manufacture movement.

prIncEssE GracE dE Monaco  
rEd GoLd autoMatIc

Sparkling and elegant, the Princesse Grace  
de Monaco Red Gold Automatic glitters with the 
126 white diamonds that adorn its bezel. Beneath 
the white mother-of-pearl dial, richly decorated 
with gold, diamonds and a drop-shaped pink 
sapphire, beats a self-winding, mechanical 
movement that dispenses with the need to wind 
by the crown.

WoMEn’stEcHnIcaL WoMEn’s
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Movement | self-winding Co-Axial 8508 calibre, COSC-
certified, resists magnetic fields greater than 1.5 tesla, 
two series-mounted barrels, silicon balance spring, 
25,200 vibrations/hour frequency, 60-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, date

Dial | slightly yellowed lacquered black dial, sunbrushed, 
vertical lines

Case | brushed and polished stainless steel, open back, 
41.50 mm ø, 12.95 mm high, water-resistant to 150 metres 

Movement | self-winding Co-Axial 9300 calibre, COSC-
certified, two series-mounted barrels, silicon balance 
spring, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 60-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, date, chrono-
graph with central hand, hour and minute counters in a 
subdial at 3 o’clock

Dial | “Moonwatch”, black ceramic

Case | satin-polished black ceramic, ceramic bezel with 
tachymeter scale, 44.25 mm ø, 15.79 mm high, water-
resistant to 50 metres

sEaMastEr aqua tErra > 15,000 Gauss

Whereas previous efforts to counter the effects of 
magnetism relied on an inner case to protect the 
movement, this new technology uses selected 
non-ferrous materials in the movement itself. Even 
after exposure to a magnetic field greater than 
15,000 gauss, the movement - which has several 
patents pending - still performs at the chronometric 
level defined by the COSC.

spEEdMastEr “dark sIdE oF tHE Moon”

With a design, in all-black ceramic, that recalls 
the watch that accompanied NASA astronauts  
to the moon on six lunar missions - hence its 
name - this Speedmaster makes a new addition 
to an emblematic collection. Beating inside the 
case is the Co-Axial 9300 calibre, a technology 
now synonymous with Omega.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL dEsIGn
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Omega

Movement | self-winding Co-Axial 8501 calibre, COSC-
certified, twin barrels, silicon balance spring, 25,200 
vibrations/hour frequency, 60-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, date

Dial | silvered, “pie pan”

Case | polished 18k Sedna gold, satin-brushed bezel, 
open back, 38 mm ø, 12.52 mm high, water-resistant to 
100 metres

Movement | self-winding Co-Axial 8602 calibre, 
COSC-certified, 25,200 vibrations/hour frequency, two 
series-mounted barrels, silicon balance spring, 55-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, instantaneous day 
and date in apertures

Dial | lacquered silver, blue, black or grey

Case | 18k red gold, or stainless steel, or steel and 18k 
red gold, open back, 41.50 mm ø, 14.03 mm high, water-
resistant to 150 metres

constELLatIon sEdna

The Constellation Sedna is the first watch to be 
crafted from 18k Sedna gold, a unique alloy that 
blends gold, copper and palladium to ensure 
the especially long-lasting rose gold lustre of the 
case. This limited edition of 1,952 pieces, a nod 
at the year the Constellation line was launched, 
clearly takes its cue from the vintage model 
with its especially refined finish, not least on the 
movement, visible through the case back, with the 
oscillating mass and balance bridge in gold with 
Côtes de Genève decoration.

sEaMastEr aqua tErra day-datE

The 2013 additions to Omega’s Aqua Terra line 
include this timepiece with day and date indications 
in apertures that instantly change at midnight. This 
Aqua Terra lends itself to different case and dial 
options, always with timeless styling that is as much 
at home on land as at sea.

tEcHnIcaLWoMEn’s VIntaGE
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Panerai

Movement | P.9000 self-winding mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 72-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, date

Dial | black, applied luminous hour markers, luminous 
hands

Case | brushed titanium, helium valve, patented rotating 
bezel with calculation of immersion time, 47 mm ø, 5.9 mm 
high, guaranteed water-resistant to 2,500 metres

Movement | P.9100/R self-winding mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 72-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, flyback chron-
ograph (central minutes and seconds counters, hour 
counter at 3 o’clock), regatta countdown, seconds reset

Dial | black, luminous hour markers and Arabic numerals, 
tachymeter scale in knots on the flange

Case | cushion, brushed titanium polished titanium bezel, 
47 mm ø, guaranteed water-resistant to 100 metres

suBMErsIBLE 1950 2500M 3 days 
autoMatIc tItanIo

Designed for the extreme conditions encountered 
when diving to 2,500 metres, where pressure 
reaches 250 bars, Panerai’s Submersible 1950 
2500m 3 Days Automatic Titanio combines the 
solidity and lightness of a titanium case with the 
comfort of a self-winding movement that functions 
without interruption for as long as the watch is worn.

LuMInor 1950 rEGatta 3 days cHrono 
FLyBack autoMatIc tItanIo

This timepiece comes into its own in competitive 
sailing thanks to a regatta countdown function. 
Each press on the pushbutton at 4 o’clock moves 
the central orange hand back one minute to count 
up to five minutes before the start of the race. At 
the signal, the skipper presses the pushbutton at 
10 o’clock and the chronograph counts the minutes 
until the boats cross the starting line, then starts its 
timing of the race.

VIntaGE tEcHnIcaL VIntaGE
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Panerai

Movement | P.3000 hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 72-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds

Dial | brown, “sandwich” construction with under-dial 
for the luminous hour markers and Arabic numerals, 
luminous hands

Case | cushion, 18k red gold, 47 mm ø, guaranteed water-
resistant to 50 metres

Movement | P.2005/S hand-wound mechanical skeleton 
Manufacture calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 
6-day power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, second time 
zone, 24-hour indicator, tourbillon, power-reserve indicator 
on the back

Case | cushion, black ceramic, 59 mm ø, guaranteed water-
resistant to 30 metres

radIoMIr 1940 3 days oro rosso 42 MM

This elaboration on a case from 1936 highlights the 
innovations Panerai introduced to ensure a more 
solid, hard-wearing construction. The Radiomir 
1940 3 Days Oro Rosso celebrates this heritage in a 
luxurious red gold version.

pockEt WatcH  
tourBILLon GMt cEraMIca

The Pocket Watch Tourbillon GMT Ceramica both 
echoes the past in its pocket-watch form and is 
testimony to the present in its design and mechanics. 
Particularly striking, the ingenious construction 
connects the case to the movement by twelve rods 
which double as hour markers. Darkly beautiful and 
technically elaborate, this is the modern dandy’s 
perfect watch.

VIntaGE tEcHnIcaL
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Parmigiani Fleurier

Movement | PF 510 hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 7-day 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, tourbillon, power-
reserve indicator

Dial | blue with Gibson “Union Jack” acoustic guitar in 
wood marquetry

Case | 950 platinum, 42 mm ø, guitar motif continued 
on the engraved bezel, guaranteed water-resistant to 
30 metres

Movement | PF 372 hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 10-day 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, power-reserve indicator

Dial | skeleton, black opaline

Case | form, 18k rose gold, polished and satin finishes, 
6 sapphire crystals, dynamometric crown, 36 mm x 50.7 mm,  
22.7 mm high, water-resistant to 10 metres

tonda Woodrock

Parmigiani Fleurier adds to the already multiple 
arts and crafts within the Manufacture with a wood 
marquetry dial emblazoned with a Gibson acoustic, 
the legendary guitar of folk, jazz and blues. In this 
version, the soundboard is decorated with a Union 
Jack flag. Such delicate craftsmanship is matched 
by an equally subtle movement whose tourbillon 
becomes the sound hole of the instrument. 
Produced as a series of one-off pieces.

BuGattI supEr sport

The ultimate racing driver’s watch, the Bugatti Super 
Sport stands apart with a time display on the side, 
not the top, of the case. The original version in white 
gold made its debut two years ago. Now presented 
in rose gold, its form echoes the curves of the 
Bugatti Veyron, a legend among contemporary road 
cars with its 1200 hp engine. Limited edition of 30.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL dEsIGndEsIGn
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Parmigiani Fleurier

Chronograph
Movement | PF 334 self-winding mechanical calibre, 28,800 
vibrations/hour frequency, 50-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, date, chronograph

Dial | anthracite, graphite-plated

Case | carbon, 43 mm ø, water-resistant to 30 metres

annual CalenDar
Movement | PF 339 self-winding mechanical calibre, 28,800 
vibrations/hour frequency, 50-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, annual calendar with 
retrograde date, day, month, moon phases

Dial | “CBF” blue with opaline outer ring and “barleycorn” centre

Case | 18k red gold, 43 mm ø, water-resistant to 30 metres

Movement | PF 357 hand-wound mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 72-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, minute repeater, 
power-reserve indicator

Dial | in two parts, the bottom layer is a Burmese jade 
disc surmounted by a white gold labyrinth

Case | 950 platinum, double knurled bezel, individual 
number engraved on the back, 46 mm ø, 13.2 mm high, 
water-resistant to 10 metres 

transForMa cBF cHronoGrapH & 
annuaL caLEndar

The alliance between Parmigiani Fleurier and the 
Confederação Brasileira de Futebol produced the sports-
styled CBF collection, which this year welcomes a box 
set based on the Transforma concept, an interchange-
able system that transforms a single watch head into a 
wristwatch, a pocket watch or a table clock. This new set 
comes with a chronograph and an annual calendar.

torIc quaEstor LaByrIntHE

It takes imagination to create a dial from a jade disc 
laid under a labyrinth cut from a white gold plate, 
and daring to match this remarkable exterior with an 
equally inventive structure inside. The movement is 
connected to the case at an additional point to allow 
sound to reverberate clearly, without interference. 
Furthermore, a flywheel diminishes mechanical 
humming when the minute repeater is activated.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaL dEsIGn
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Patek Philippe

74 Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie

Movement | self-winding 324 S C calibre, Patek Philippe 
Seal, 213 parts, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 48-hour 
power reserve, 27 mm ø, 3.30 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, sweep seconds, date

Dial | brass, cream-coloured lacquer

Case | 18k yellow gold, rose gold or white gold, sapphire 
back under a dustcover with invisible hinge, 39 mm ø, 
9.58 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres

Movement | hand-wound 215 PS LU calibre, Patek Philippe 
Seal, 157 parts, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 44-hour 
power reserve, 21.90 mm ø, 3 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, moon phase 

Dial | brass, cream-coloured and grained

Case | Officer’s style, 18k yellow gold, open back, bezel 
set with 66 flawless Top Wesselton diamonds, 33.30 mm ø,  
8.40 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres

caLatraVa rEFErEncE 5227

The archetypal, classic round wristwatch, the 
Calatrava has long ranked among Patek Philippe’s 
most iconic creations, alongside its “Officer’s style” 
watches with dustcovers over the case back. Uniting 
their key characteristics, the new Calatrava Ref. 5227 
features a display back protected by a dustcover. 
As an ultimate refinement, the hinge is on the 
inside, keeping the dustcover a secret from all but a 
connoisseur. Some 80 years after the first Calatrava 
was launched, Patek Philippe gives further demon-
stration of this collection’s timeless appeal.

caLatraVa rEFErEncE 7121

With its classic, round “Officer’s style” case, hand-
wound mechanical movement, moon phase display 
inside the subsidiary seconds, and 66 flawless 
diamonds, the new Calatrava Reference 7121 
embodies many of the Manufacture’s finest tradi-
tions. This deliciously feminine watch is a fitting 
companion for women who seek elegance in a fine 
mechanical timepiece.

tEcHnIcaL WoMEn’sVIntaGE
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Patek Philippe

Movement | self-winding extra-thin 240 calibre, 161 parts, 
21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 48-hour power reserve, 
27.50 mm ø, 2.53 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | brass, cream-coloured and grained

Case | Officer’s style, 18k rose gold, open back, 34.60 mm ø, 
7.37 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres

Movement | rectangular, hand-wound 28-20 REC 8J 
PS IRM C J calibre, Patek Philippe Seal, 235 parts, 
28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 8-day power reserve, 
28 x 20 mm, 5.05 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, power 
reserve, instantaneous day in an aperture, date by hand 
around the small seconds subdial

Dial | brass, blue sunburst or silvery white

Case | cambered, 18k white gold, two-tiered flanks, 
open back, 46.90 x 32.40 mm, 11.63 mm high, water-
resistant to 30 metres

caLatraVa rEFErEncE 7200

The new Patek Philippe Calatrava Reference 7200 
lady’s wristwatch in rose gold is fully focused on 
hours and minutes. It indicates neither seconds, 
nor the date, nor other extras: only time in its most 
unhurried form. Designed for women who prefer to 
focus on the essential, it is the epitome of timeless, 
feminine perfection.

rEFErEncE 5200 GondoLo  
8 days, day & datE IndIcatIon

The calibre in the Reference 5200 in many respects 
recalls the Reference 5100 10 Days that made its 
debut with the third millennium, except that this 
new calibre benefits from the Manufacture’s latest 
technologies. They include a patented oscil-
lator with Spiromax balance spring and Pulsomax 
escapement, both in Silinvar, an innovative, silicon-
based material. Infinite care presides over the layout 
of the dial, with its power-reserve display, a circular 
scale for the date and a day aperture. The subsidiary 
seconds are inside the date circle. This timepiece, 
with its curved, rectangular case, offers a remarkable 
interpretation of the Art Deco style.

tEcHnIcaLWoMEn’s
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Perrelet

Movement | self-winding P-371 calibre 

Functions | hours, minutes, tourbillon, double rotor

Dial | transparent sapphire crystal turbine, black under-dial

Case | stainless steel with DLC coating, or stainless steel 
caseband with back in DLC steel, or DLC steel caseband 
with back and bezel in rose gold, open back, 46 mm ø, 
13.40 mm high, water-resistant to 50 metres

Movement | self-winding P-361 Chrono calibre

Functions | hours, minutes, date, double rotor, chrono-
graph with centre seconds hand and central 60-minute 
counter in sapphire crystal

Dial | turbine in black titanium, black under-dial and flange

Case | stainless steel with DLC coating, open back, 
47 mm ø, 16 mm high, water-resistant to 50 metres

turBILLon

The Turbillon - so-named because it combines a 
turbine with a tourbillon - with double rotor features 
Perrelet’s signature turbine with ten blades in trans-
parent sapphire crystal so as not to obstruct the 
view of the tourbillon at 12 o’clock. The escapement 
incorporates an escape wheel and pallet lever 
in oxidised silicon. The 46 mm case reprises the 
brand’s attributes of a crown that is flush against 
the case, polished steel, Arabic numerals and 
luminescent triangular hands. Limited edition of  
20 of each version.

turBInE cHrono (a1079/1)

For the first time since its launch in 2009, Perrelet’s 
signature Turbine collection welcomes a chrono-
graph complication. Superposed elements respect 
the original design for which this line is known. 
Chrono functions are provided by a central seconds 
hand and an original 60-minute counter made from 
two layered sapphire discs. One disc, graduated for 
the minutes, rotates and aligns with the second disc 
marked with a red “Min” pointer to indicate elapsed 
time. The transparency of the sapphire crystal means 
the Turbine’s characteristic rotor remains visible. 
Proposed as five configurations.

tEcHnIcaLtEcHnIcaL dEsIGn dEsIGn
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Piaget

Movement | 1290P self-winding mechanical Manufacture 
calibre with micro-rotor, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 
40-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, minute repeater

Dial | sapphire crystal revealing the movement

Case | cushion, 18k rose gold, 48 mm ø, 9.4 mm high, 
guaranteed water-resistant to 20 metres

Movement | 1205P self-winding mechanical Manufac-
ture calibre, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 44-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, date

Dial | on three levels, small seconds at 5 o’clock, date 
at 9 o’clock

Case | 18k white or rose gold (rose gold version also 
proposed with 72 diamonds on the bezel), 40 mm ø,  
6.36 mm high

EMpErador coussIn uLtra-tHIn  
MInutE rEpEatEr

The prestigious minute-repeater complication is the 
latest embodiment of Piaget’s Emperador Coussin. 
True to its reputation, Piaget accomplishes the feat 
of an ultra-thin movement that measures barely  
4.8 mm high. This technical tour de force is made all 
the more impressive by the micro-rotor, another of 
Piaget’s hallmarks, that winds this automatic calibre. 
The aesthetic and execution of the movement 
finishing, visible beneath the sapphire crystal dial, 
confers unique personality.

aLtIpLano datE

Piaget rises brilliantly to the challenge of a simple, 
understated design, with the added flourish of a 
date aperture positioned very slightly off-centre 
from a small seconds indicator to create a subtle 
hint of tension.

tEcHnIcaL dEsIGn VIntaGE
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Piaget

Movement | 690P quartz calibre

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | silvered with black Roman numerals

Case | round with asymmetrical elongated lugs, 18k rose 
gold, bezel and horns set with 62 diamonds, 32 mm ø

Movement | 56P quartz calibre

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | turquoise

habillage | rose gold, hand-braided cuff bracelet, 
rectangular bezel set with 69 brilliant-cut diamonds

LIMELIGHt GaLa

Inspired by the carefree fantasy that reigned 
throughout the 1960s, Piaget has imagined the 
Limelight Gala, as elegant as it is bold. The lugs, 
which are highlighted with diamonds, extend 
asymmetrically to instil a feminine personality into a 
watch that is both original and unique.

couturE précIEusE

This intricately sculpted jewel of a watch from the 
Couture Précieuse collection is a shining example 
of the enduring expertise of the Geneva Manufac-
ture’s designers and craftsmen, illustrated by the 
hand-braided rose gold bracelet. The choice of a 
magnificent turquoise for the dial reflects Piaget’s 
unerring talent for exceptional creations.

WoMEn’sWoMEn’s dEsIGn dEsIGn
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Pita Barcelona

Movement | Pita-001 calibre with patented Pita-TSM 
(Time Setting Mechanism)

Functions | hours

Dial | “unlimited” styles

Case | 18k yellow gold, white gold or rose gold, or 
950 platinum, no crown, 32 mm ø, 5 mm high 

sWEEt candy

This Sweet Candy watch from Pita Barcelona has 
just one hand, and can be personalised from an 
“unlimited” array of dials, hands, straps and buckles. 
It incorporates the exclusive Pita Time Setting 
Mechanism, invented by the company’s founder, 
Aniceto Jiménez Pita. This innovative mechanism has 
paved the way for new complications by replacing 
the winding mechanism including the crown. It uses 
fewer parts, allows for smaller sizes, and adapts to 
any mechanical watch. Innovative developments 
such as the self-winding Carousel, the beautifully 
simple Minimal, or the Oceana, water-resistant to 
5,000 metres, were all made possible thanks to this 
patented mechanism.

WoMEn’s
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Ralph Lauren

Movement | exclusive RL939 self-winding mechanical 
calibre, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 40-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, date, second time 
zone with rotating city disc and day/night indication, 
power-reserve indicator

Dial | dark blue

Case | satin-brushed steel, bezel secured by 6 visible 
screws, 45 mm ø, 11.5 mm high, guaranteed water-
resistant to 100 metres

sportInG WorLd tIME 

Ralph Lauren proposes an original traveller’s watch 
in a sport-chic style. Functional and refined, the 
Sporting World Time features a second time zone 
on a subdial at 6 o’clock together with a rotating city 
disc that displays between 4 and 8 o’clock. White 
transfer markings stand out against a navy blue dial, 
making indications easy and comfortable to read.

tEcHnIcaL

Movement | quartz 

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | white, Roman numerals

Case | “stirrup” shape, polished steel, polished steel chain-
link bracelet, guaranteed water-resistant to 30 metres

stIrrup stEEL LInk

The Stirrup Steel Link plays on the distinctive form 
of the Stirrup case with its interlocking curves. 
This jewel of a watch is offered here in steel with a 
quartz movement.

dEsIGnWoMEn’s
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Ralph Lauren

Movement | exclusive RL67 self-winding mechanical 
calibre with micro-rotor

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, tourbillon

Dial | black, white Roman numerals

Case | steel with gunmetal finish, bezel secured by 6 
visible screws

saFarI rL 67 tourBILLon

A nod at Ralph Lauren’s 1984 Safari fashion 
collection, the Safari RL 67 Tourbillon captures a 
modern-day mood of adventure. This tourbillon 
model sports a black dial, a gunmetal sheen and a 
highly legible time display.

tEcHnIcaL
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Richard Mille

Movement | RM59-01 hand-wound tourbillon calibre, 
21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 48-hour power 
reserve, 30.50 mm x 28.70 mm, 5.20 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, tourbillon

Dial | skeleton, bridges in Pb109 anticorodal aluminium 
(aluminium, magnesium, silicon and lead alloy), eloxed 
and hand-painted green and yellow, supporting the 
tourbillon carriage and centre-wheel pinion and consoli-
dating the grade 5 titanium baseplate with the case

Case | tripartite tonneau, translucent composite resin made 
with injected carbon nanotubes, increasing thickness and 
drawn-out shape between 2 and 5 o’clock to prevent the 
torque-limiting crown from rubbing on the wrist, sapphire 
crystal back, 50.24 mm x 42.70 mm, 15.84 mm high, water-
resistant to 30 metres

Movement | RM58-01 hand-wound tourbillon calibre, 
21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 10-day power reserve, 
34 mm ø

Functions | hours, minutes, power reserve, 24-hour universal 
time display, tourbillon

Dial | anti-reflective sapphire crystal, upper flange with 
brown galvanic treatment, skeleton baseplate in grade 
5 titanium with black PVD coating

Case | four-part construction, 200 parts, fixed bezel and 
back in satin-brushed and polished 18k 5N red gold, 
grade 5 titanium caseband with vertical satin finish, 
rotating bezel in microblasted, polished titanium, lugs 
in 18k 5N red gold with vertical and horizontal satin-
brushed finish and polished bevels, sapphire crystal 
back, 50.00 mm ø, 15.35 mm high

rM 59-01

Richard Mille designed and developed the RM 59-01 
for Jamaican sprinter Yohan Blake, a partner of the 
brand since 2012 and multiple medal-winner at the 
London Olympic Games. Once again, the brand has 
defied convention with this aerodynamic, ergonomic, 
high-performance tourbillon watch with a stunningly 
original construction. The bridges that span the 
movement like the claws of an animal are a nod  
at Yohan Blake’s nickname, “The Beast”. Limited 
edition of 50.

rM 58-01

The time zone on the RM 58-01 is adjusted by 
rotating the bezel in an anticlockwise direction. 
Positioning at 12 o’clock the city where the owner 
of the watch just landed automatically sets local 
time and time in 23 other world cities thanks to the 
24-hour scale on the flange. This deceptively simple 
system hides a complex mechanism: a wheel inside 
the bezel connects to the movement for complete 
synchronisation of the two, and ensures the watch’s 
water-resistance. Limited edition of 35.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaLdEsIGn dEsIGn
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Richard Mille

Movement | RM036 hand-wound tourbillon calibre, 
21,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 70-hour power 
reserve, 32.30 mm x 32.90 mm, 4.97 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, tourbillon, 
G sensor, function selector

Dial | sapphire crystal protected by 8 silicon braces 
inserted in the titanium flange, skeleton baseplate in 
carbon nanofibres

Case | tripartite, grade 5 titanium, sapphire crystal back, 
50.00 mm x 42.70 mm, 16.15 mm high, water-resistant 
to 50 metres

Movement | RM27-01 hand-wound tourbillon calibre in 
titanium and Lital (lithium, aluminium, copper, magnesium 
and zirconium alloy) suspended by cables, 21,600 vibra-
tions/hour frequency, 45-hour power reserve, 27.20 mm x 
21.72 mm, 5.04 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, tourbillon

Dial | skeleton baseplate attached to the case by 4 braided 
steel cables, cables measuring 0.35 mm in diameter, held 
taut by tensioners at 3 and 9 o’clock

Case | anthracite polymer injected with carbon nanotubes, 
monobloc caseband and back, 45.98 mm x 38.90 mm, 
10.05 mm high

rM 036

One of the specificities of the RM 036, developed 
by Richard Mille for Jean Todt, is its G sensor. 
Assembled directly on the baseplate from more 
than 50 parts, it visually displays how many Gs the 
wearer of the watch accumulates during rapid decel-
eration. A hand moving across a scale at 12 o’clock 
shows when the deceleration is safe for the driver 
(green zone) and when it reaches a critical threshold 
(red zone). The hand is reset to zero by a pusher at 
9 o’clock. Limited edition of 15 in titanium.

rM 27-01

Developed with tennis star Rafael Nadal, the RM 
27-01 pushes the boundaries of lightness and 
strength in a watch. A unique system of cables 
suspends the movement inside the case and protects 
it from shocks. This exceptional calibre can withstand 
accelerations of more than 5,000 Gs. Baseplate 
and tourbillon carriage are made from grade 5 
titanium while the barrel bridges and gears are in 
an aluminium-lithium alloy, resulting in a movement 
that weighs just 3.5 grams. The entire watch, strap 
included, weighs a mere 19 grams. Limited edition 
of 50.

tEcHnIcaL tEcHnIcaLdEsIGn dEsIGn
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Roger Dubuis

Movement | RD 101 hand-wound calibre with four 
sprung balances and five differentials, Poinçon de 
Genève certified, 590 parts, 115,200 vibrations/hour 
frequency, 40-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, power reserve

Dial | skeleton, anthracite inner flange, anthracite circular 
satin-finish outer flange

Case | silicon, 48 mm ø, water-resistant to 30 metres

Movement | RD821 self-winding calibre, Poinçon de 
Genève certified, 172 parts, 28,800 vibrations/hour 
frequency, 48-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | grand feu enamel, three-dimensional knight 
figures in rose gold

Case | rose gold, 45 mm ø, water-resistant to 50 metres

ExcaLIBur quatuor sILIcon 

The Excalibur Quatuor is Roger Dubuis’ answer to 
the ongoing quest for ever greater precision. Four 
sprung balances and five differentials bring to life a 
high-frequency calibre composed of 590 parts and 
beating at 16 Hz (115,200 vib/hour). This watch 
is proposed as two limited editions: one, a limited 
edition of three, takes innovation a step further with 
a silicon case. The second is limited to 88 pieces in 
rose gold.

ExcaLIBur round taBLE

The legend of the Knights of the Round Table has 
inspired Roger Dubuis, whose Excalibur collection 
is named after King Arthur’s legendary sword, for 
a watch with the brand’s distinctive imposing case, 
indented bezel and robust crown-guard. The dial 
is circled by twelve gold figurines standing seven 
millimetres high. They are the twelve Knights of 
the Round Table, each brandishing his sword and 
sculpted with extraordinary individual detail. Limited 
edition of 88.
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Roger Dubuis

Movement | RD08 self-winding tourbillon calibre with 
double platinum micro-rotor, Poinçon de Genève 
certified, 415 parts, 21,600 vibrations/hour frequency,  
60-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, flying tourbillon, minute 
repeater with centrifugal sound diffuser

Dial | openwork, anthracite chapter ring with Roman 
numerals, rose gold minute repeater

Case | rose gold, 45 mm ø, 8.80 mm high

HoMMaGE MInutE rEpEatEr

Epitomising symmetry and purity of form, this 
Hommage Minute Repeater is testimony to the most 
noble complications as it also features, in addition 
to its namesake minute repeater, a flying tourbillon. 
Roger Dubuis showcases this time-honoured 
expertise in a decidedly contemporary watch whose 
openwork dial instils strength of character and 
mechanical force. Limited edition of 8.
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Rolex

Movement | self-winding Manufacture 4130 calibre 
with column-wheel chronograph, COSC-certified, stop 
seconds, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 72-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, chronograph 
accurate to 1/8th second, 30-minute and 12-hour counters

Dial | ice blue, brown lacquered subdials, 18k white gold fillet

Case | Oyster, polished 950 platinum, closed, screw-down 
back, monoblock bezel in brown Cerachrom, 40 mm ø, 
water-resistant to 100 metres

Movement | self-winding Manufacture 3186 calibre, COSC-
certified, stop seconds, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 
42-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, instantaneous 
date, separate 24-hour hand, second time zone with 
independent, fast setting of the hour hand

Dial | black lacquer

Case | Oyster, satin-brushed and polished 904L stainless 
steel, screw-down back, bi-directional rotating bezel with 
24-hour graduation, blue and black Cerachrom insert,  
44 mm ø, water-resistant to 100 metres

oystEr pErpEtuaL  
cosMoGrapH daytona

For the 50th anniversary of the Oyster Perpetual 
Cosmograph Daytona, as worn by Paul Newman, 
Rolex presents a new version of this COSC-certified 
chronograph in 950 platinum, with a monoblock 
Cerachrom bezel in chestnut brown with an engraved 
tachymeter scale, and an ice blue dial. It is driven by 
the Rolex 4130 calibre whose balance spring is made 
from Parachrom, an exclusive alloy that is insensitive 
to magnetic fields and variations in temperature for 
enhanced precision.

GMt-MastEr II

Rolex presents a new version, in steel, of its Oyster 
Perpetual GMT-Master II with a rotating bezel, 
now with a Cerachrom insert in blue and black 
representing day and night. This two-colour disc 
is obtained using a Rolex patented process that 
combines two separate colours in a single block. 
Introduced in 2005, the Cerachrom disc is virtually 
scratchproof, highly resistant to corrosion and to 
fading caused by ultra-violet rays. The balance 
spring of the Rolex 3186 calibre is in Parachrom, an 
exclusive alloy that is insensitive to magnetic fields 
and variations in temperature for enhanced precision.

VIntaGE VIntaGE
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Rolex

Movement | self-winding Manufacture 2235 calibre, COSC-
certified, stop seconds, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 
48-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, instantaneous date

Dial | black or white mother-of-pearl with pink lotus-
blossom pattern

Case | Oyster, polished 18k Everose gold, 18k white 
gold bezel set with 34 brilliant-cut diamonds, screw-
down back, bracelet links in 18k Everose gold and 18k 
white gold set with 226 brilliant-cut diamonds, 29 mm 
diameter, water-resistant to 100 metres

Movement | self-winding Manufacture 3155 calibre, 
COSC-certified, stop seconds, 28,800 vibrations/hour 
frequency, 48-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, instantaneous day 
and date in apertures with rapid correction

Dial | carrousel, pink or white mother-of pearl, 18k white 
gold set with 217 diamonds

Case | Oyster, 18k Everose gold or 18k white gold, screw-
down back, 18k white gold bezel set with 60 baguette 
diamonds, 36 mm ø, water-resistant to 100 metres

oystEr pErpEtuaL  
Lady-datEJust pEarLMastEr

A new interpretation of the Oyster Perpetual Lady 
Datejust Pearlmaster, the case and bracelet of this 
model are in 18k Everose gold, an alloy which Rolex 
casts in its own foundry. The bezel and the bracelet’s 
intermediate links are in 18k white gold, set with 
brilliants. A delicate lotus-blossom pattern against 
white or black mother-of-pearl completes this jewel 
of a watch.

oystEr pErpEtuaL day-datE “sErtIE”

Two new gem-set interpretations showcase the 
Oyster Perpetual Day-Date watch. Both are 
remarkable for their carrousel dial, with an openwork 
hour ring fashioned from 18k white gold and set with 
217 diamonds, inlaid in a delicate marquetry of pink 
or white mother-of-pearl which has been engraved 
with a floral design. Diamond hour markers and 
more diamonds on the bezel further enhance these 
mechanical watches.
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Romain Gauthier

Movement | Manufacture calibre with pushbutton 
winding system, 333 parts, 28,800 vibrations/hour 
frequency, fusee and chain constant-force mechanism, 
3-day power reserve, 35.5 mm ø, 10.5 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds

Dial | openwork, showing fusee and chain mechanism, 
balance, and time display in two off-centre subdials

Case | red gold or platinum, transparent back, 43 mm ø, 
14.2 mm high, water-resistant to 50 metres

LoGIcaL onE constant ForcE

A distillation of expertise confirmed by three patents, 
the Logical One Constant Force by Romain Gauthier 
innovates on more than one count. Its fusee and 
chain mechanism replaces the traditional conical 
fusee with a snail cam, positioned on a level with 
the mainspring so that energy is transmitted along a 
straight line to provide constant force. The links in the 
chain are larger, and therefore stronger, and made 
from synthetic ruby which has a low coefficient of 
friction. An unconventional pushbutton system winds 
the mainspring whose barrel is placed between two 
synthetic sapphire plates.

tEcHnIcaL dEsIGn
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Speake-Marin

Movement | TT738 unidirectional self-winding calibre, 
28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 120-hour power 
reserve, twin barrels, 30.4 mm ø, 4.35 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds

Dial | three-dimensional, one-piece with mat black 
enamel base; numerals, hour and minute markers, 
railroad chapter ring, Speake-Marin name, topping tool 
motif and Spirit title in white Super-Luminova, moulded 
as part of the dial

Case | Piccadilly, tripartite, stainless steel, domed back 
engraved “Fight, Love & Persevere”, 42 mm ø, 12 mm 
high, water-resistant to 30 metres

Movement | Eros 2 self-winding calibre, 28,800 vibra-
tions/hour frequency, 120-hour power reserve, twin 
barrels, 30.40 mm ø, 4.35 mm high

Functions | triple hour-minute indications, central red 
gold wheel rotates in 60 seconds

Dial | open with three gilded “topping-tool” wheels 
contrasting with three black “topping-tool” wheels, 
outer black dial with white Roman numerals in relief, 
circular-grained and rhodium-plated central dial

Case | Piccadilly, tripartite, steel, 18k red gold bezel, 
sapphire crystal back, 42 mm ø, 13 mm high, water-
resistant to 30 metres

spIrIt Mark 2

The Spirit Mark 2 by Peter Speake-Marin marks a 
new direction for this collection with a larger, slimmer 
case than for the Spirit Pioneer, the first in the range, 
and a new movement on a Technotime base. The 
message, however, is the same with a rousing call to 
action - “Fight, Love & Persevere” - engraved on the 
case back. A Peter Speake-Marin watch at a more 
affordable price point.

trIad

Triad is the first watch in Speake-Marin’s Mechanical 
Art collection and a celebration of 3, a number  
of great symbolic value as it represents birth, life 
and death, as well as past, present and future. The 
triple indication of hours and minutes on an open 
dial offers a very new perspective on time. In music, 
a triad is a chord of three notes played together  
to produce a single sound that is rich in harmony 
and emotion. This is conveyed in the inscription -  
“3 NOTES 1 MEANING” – on the dial ring.

tEcHnIcaLVIntaGE dEsIGn
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Movement | self-winding TAG Heuer calibre 36 chrono-
graph, 36,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 50-hour power 
reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, date aperture, 
flyback chronograph with 30-minute counter

Dial | anthracite, sunbrushed, snailed counters

Case | grade 2 titanium with black titanium carbide 
coating, tachymeter scale on the flange, open back, 
43 mm ø, water-resistant to 100 metres

Movement | self-winding TAG Heuer 8 calibre, COSC-
certified, 28,800 vibrations/hour frequency, 42-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, seconds, large date in an aper-
ture, second time zone subdial with hours and minutes

Dial | black, silver or anthracite, sunray finish

Case | satin-brushed and polished steel, open back, 
41 mm ø, water-resistant to 100 metres

carrEra caLIBrE 36  
racInG FLyBack cHronoGrapH

In 1963, TAG Heuer unveiled its Carrera, an icon 
of the twentieth century. Jack Heuer designed 
this model to meet the needs of professional 
racing drivers, and looked to the Mexican Carrera 
Panamericana road race for inspiration. TAG Heuer’s 
tribute to the Carrera’s fifty years includes this 
Calibre 36 Racing Flyback Chronograph, an elegant 
and sporting design driven by the brand’s high-
frequency Calibre 36 inside a grade 2 titanium case.

carrEra caLIBrE 8 GrandE datE GMt

The timeless styling of the brushed and polished 
Carrera case brings classic elegance to this 
watch whose excellent readability extends to the 
large date and second time zone. The COSC-
certified movement is visible through the sapphire 
crystal back. It drives the Carrera watches in this  
50th anniversary year.
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TAG Heuer

Movement | self-winding double tourbillon calibre with 
two magnetic Pendulums replacing the balance springs, 
one beating at 86,400 vibrations/hour for the time dis-
play with a 24-hour power reserve, the second beating at  
360,000 vibrations/hour for the 1/100th second chrono-
graph with a 60-minute power reserve, 454 parts, 35.80 mm ø,  
9.82 mm high 

Functions | hours, minutes, chronograph minutes and 
seconds counters, 1/100th second central chronograph 
hand, chronograph power reserve, two Pendulum tourbillons

Dial | openworked, anthracite, satin-finish, Pendulum 
tourbillons at 6 o’clock

Case | brushed and polished chrome-cobalt alloy, open 
back, 45 mm ø, water-resistant to 100 metres

Movement | high-frequency magnetic chronograph 
calibre accurate to 1/100th second, 371 parts, dual chain, 
COSC-certified, self-winding movement beating at 
28,800 vibrations/hour for the time display with a 42-hour 
power reserve, magnetic Pendulum system beating at 
360,000 vibrations/hour for the hand-wound chrono-
graph with a 90-minute power reserve, 35.80 mm ø,  
9.79 mm high 

Functions | hours, minutes, chronograph minutes and 
seconds counters, 1/100th second central chronograph 
hand, chronograph power reserve, Pendulum magnetic 
oscillator at 9 o’clock

Dial | anthracite

Case | grade 5 titanium, sand-blasted, polished and 
satin-brushed, open back, 45 mm ø, water-resistant to 
100 metres

carrEra MIkropEnduLuMs 

Unveiled as a concept in 2010, the principle of the 
Pendulum is to use magnets attracting and repelling 
rather than the expanding and contracting of a 
balance spring to move the balance back and forth. 
The mechanism’s performance is now stabilised in 
the Carrera MikroPendulumS, a watch with a separate 
gear train for the time and chronograph functions. 
The two Pendulum tourbillon escapements have 
different frequencies: 12 Hz for the chronometer 
and 50 Hz for the chronograph. A world-first for 
this concept watch with the fastest, most accurate 
tourbillon ever made.

carrEra MIkropEnduLuM

This Carrera MikroPendulum, now in production, 
uses a COSC-certified, balance-and-spring mecha-
nism beating at 4 Hz for the chronometer, and a 
Pendulum escapement with a 50 Hz frequency for 
the chronograph.
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Ulysse Nardin

Movement | self-winding UN-310 calibre with silicon 
escapement, 48-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, date in an 
aperture, simplified winding, date-setting and time-setting 
function selection by a pusher at 4 o’clock, power reserve

Dial | white mother-of-pearl, gem-set

Case | gem-set, gem-set bezel and lugs, open back, 
36 x 39 mm, water-resistant to 30 metres

JadE 

Ulysse Nardin introduces its first in-house, self-
winding calibre for a lady’s watch. Building on an 
exclusive concept, the movement makes winding, 
adjusting the date and setting the time a simple 
operation using a pusher at 4 o’clock instead 
of having to pull the crown and risk chipping a 
manicured nail. The lugs of the flagship model in the 
collection are highlighted with jade, in a distinctive 
cat’s-ear shape. The movement inside this lavishly 
gem-set watch integrates silicon technology, 
pioneered by Ulysse Nardin.

Movement | hand-wound UN-170 skeleton tourbillon 
calibre, 18,600 vibrations/hour frequency, 170-hour 
power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, tourbillon

Dial | no dial

Case | 18k red gold or platinum, open back, 44 mm ø, 
water-resistant to 30 metres

skELEton ManuFacturE

Ulysse Nardin unveils its first timepiece with a 
skeleton tourbillon calibre. This new movement 
instantly seduces with its refined architecture and 
balanced proportions. The barrel at 12 o’clock 
mirrors the flying tourbillon at 6 o’clock with silicon 
balance spring, pallet lever and escape wheel. 
Surfaces are decorated with contrasting bead-
blasted and polished finishes. Limited edition of 99 
in red gold and 99 in platinum.
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Ulysse Nardin

Movement | self-winding UN-150 calibre with silicon 
escapement, 322 parts, 28,800 vibrations/hour 
frequency, 48-hour power reserve

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, date in an 
aperture, chronograph with central seconds, 30-minute 
and 12-hour counters

Dial | grand feu enamel

Case | 18k rose gold or stainless steel, open back, 43 mm ø, 
water-resistant to 100 metres

Movement | self-winding UN-690 calibre, silicon escape-
ment, 48-hour power reserve

Functions | off-centre hours and minutes, small seconds, 
date in an aperture, musical mechanism marking the 
hour or on demand, on/off selector for the musical 
mechanism, crown function indicator showing T (time), 
D (date) or W (wind)

Dial | with a rotating disc of pins that strike vibrating blades

Case | 18k rose gold, closed back, 45 mm ø, water-
resistant to 30 metres

MarInE cHronoGrapH ManuFacturE

The Marine Chronograph Manufacture adds to a 
collection that began in 2012. This new timepiece 
has all the attributes of marine instruments, with 
its large case, fluted bezel, screw-lock crown and 
solid lugs to ensure comfort on the wrist. The dial 
is in grand feu enamel. The UN-150 movement 
with silicon escapement was two years in devel-
opment, following acquisition of the rights for this 
calibre, and is produced in-house. Limited edition of  
150 for the rose gold version.

stranGEr

Complementing the complexity and skill inherent 
to this watch is a playful side as the Stranger 
performs the classic Strangers in the Night melody 
on the hour and on demand, using a miniaturised 
music-box mechanism. Five years in development, 
it is a marriage of movement, music and design 
under the influence of Dieter Meier, well-known 
as front-man for the electro band Yello and for 
his contributions to electronic music. He is also a 
longstanding minority shareholder in the brand. 
Equally noteworthy, winding, setting the date and 
the time are all done using a pusher rather than a 
conventional pull-out crown. Limited edition of 99.
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Vacheron Constantin

Movement | 4400 hand-wound Manufacture calibre, 
Poinçon de Genève certified, 28,800 vibrations/hour 
frequency, 127 parts, 28.60 mm ø, 2.80 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes 

Dial | 18k white gold, hand-guilloché, grand feu clois-
onné enamel

Case | 18k white gold, bezel set with 85 diamonds, sapphire 
crystal back, 37 mm ø, water-resistant to 30 metres

MétIErs d’arts FLorILèGE  
cHIna LIModoron

The special bond between Vacheron Constantin 
and the artistic crafts finds ultimate expression 
in its Métiers d’Art collection. The three Métiers 
d’Art Florilège watches are exclusively feminine 
pieces that offer pride of place to nineteenth-
century English botanical illustrations. The dials are 
decorated with floral designs in grand feu cloisonné 
enamel. Three limited editions of 20 each and a 
“boutique” limited edition of 5 with baguette-cut 
diamonds on the bezel.

Movement | 1400 hand-wound Manufacture calibre, 
Poinçon de Genève certified, 28,800 vibrations/hour 
frequency, 98 parts, 20.65 mm ø, 2.60 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes 

Dial | 18k white gold set with 156 baguette-cut diamonds 
for approx. 6 carats

Case | 18k white gold set with 124 baguette-cut diamonds 
for approx. 9.30 carats, sapphire crystal back, 35 mm ø, 
8.34 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres

patrIMony tradItIonnELLE  
HIGH JEWELLEry

A carpet of claw-set, baguette-cut diamonds distin-
guishes this Patrimony Traditionnelle High Jewellery 
watch. Every speck of the white gold case, dial 
and buckle has been paved with precious stones. 
Beginning at the centre, they radiate outwards, 
mirroring the watch’s round form to cover its entire 
surface. Vacheron Constantin gives yet another 
dazzling demonstration of classicism in watchmaking 
and its command of gem-setting.
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Vacheron Constantin

Movement | 1202 quartz calibre, 33 parts

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | brushed silver, 18k gold centre set with 142 round 
diamonds for approx. 0.59 carat, 10 applied baton hour 
markers and 2 applied Roman numerals in 18k white or 
rose gold

Case | 18k white or rose gold, bezel set with 50 round 
diamonds for approx. 0.96 carat, 28.30 mm x 38.75 mm, 
7.28 mm high, water-resistant to 30 metres

MaLtE Lady

In 1912, Vacheron Constantin became one of the 
first Manufactures to adopt the tonneau-shaped 
case. Over the decades since, it has played 
endlessly on this form in watches for men and for 
women, and housed the most prestigious compli-
cations inside a tonneau case, most famously in its 
Malte collection. This year, as part of this collection, 
Vacheron Constantin presents a line of gem-set 
watches whose elegant simplicity will seduce the 
watchmaker’s female followers.
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Van Cleef & Arpels

Movement | quartz

Functions | hours, minutes 

Dial | miniature painting on sculpted mother-of-pearl 
depicting a fairy and a butterfly surrounded by lily of 
the valley

Case | rose gold, bezel set with diamonds and yellow 
sapphires, 38 mm ø

Movement | hand-wound mechanical

Functions | retrograde hours and minutes on demand

Dial | guilloché waves, diamonds, sculpted gold balle-
rina with diamonds, ballerina skirt in layered veils of 
champlevé and translucent enamel

Case | white gold, bezel set with diamonds, 40.5 mm ø

cHarMs ExtraordInaIrE MuGuEt 

True to its reputation, Van Cleef & Arpels offers a 
magnificent canvas for the artistic crafts with this 
watch, embellished with an openwork butterfly 
charm set with precious stones. It echoes a meticu-
lously crafted dial whose artistry perfectly conveys 
Van Cleef & Arpels’ philosophy. Miniature painting, 
which lived some of its finest hours in Geneva in 
the nineteenth century, renews with its poetic 
enchantment in this creation.

Lady arpELs BaLLErInE EncHantéE

Dance is a recurrent theme at Van Cleef & Arpels. 
2011 saw the launch of the Bals de Légende 
collection. This year inspiration comes from the 
words of Russian prima ballerina Anna Pavlova, who 
dreamed of dancing as lightly as a butterfly. This 
Ballerine Enchantée watch shows hours and minutes 
on demand. A pushbutton at 8 o’clock engages 
the double retrograde movement which made its 
debut at Van Cleef & Arpels in 1927, in the Magicien 
Chinois pocket watch.
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Van Cleef & Arpels

Movement | hand-wound mechanical

Functions | hours, minutes

Dial | miniature painting on sculpted mother-of-pearl

Case | white gold, bezel set with diamonds, 38 mm ø

Movement | hand-wound mechanical

Functions | hours, minutes 

Dial | white mother-of-pearl base set with diamonds, 
butterfly wings in plique-à-jour enamel in gold-bordered 
cells, strawberries in unpolished cabochonné enamel, 
leaves in champlevé enamel

Case | white gold, bezel set with diamonds, 38 mm ø

Lady arpELs cErF-VoLant cyan 

Van Cleef & Arpels gives a new rendition of its 
butterfly theme as a kite, a symbol of protection. 
These miniature paintings are brought to life by 
details in sculpted mother-of-pearl that stand out 
against the rest of the dial, bringing volume and 
nuance of colour to watches which take their rightful 
place in the Extraordinary Dials collection.

Lady arpELs papILLon  
rouGE GourMand 

In its Extraordinary Dials collection, Van Cleef & Arpels 
gives free rein to its conception and mastery of the 
artistic crafts. Each watch calls on three enamelling 
techniques: champlevé, cabochonné and plique-à-
jour. Such expertise is essential to fine watchmaking 
in its duty to bring a little extra soul to the measure-
ment of time.
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Zenith

Movement | hand-wound El Primero 8805 calibre, 
354 parts, Gravity Control mechanism keeping the 
regulating organ in a horizontal position, fusee-chain 
transmission, 36,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 50-hour 
power reserve

Functions | off-centre hours and minutes, small seconds, 
power reserve, self-regulating Gravity Control module, 
fusee-chain transmission under the hours/minutes dial

Dial | openworked, 18k rose gold, hand-guilloché

Case | 18k rose gold, open back, 45 mm ø, 21.40 mm high 
including the domed crystal, water-resistant to 30 metres

Movement | self-winding El Primero 4054 annual calendar 
calibre, 341 parts, 36,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 
50-hour power reserve, 30 mm ø, 8.30 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, chronograph 
centre seconds hand, 60-minute counter, day/month 
and date in apertures

Dial | mat white or graduated silver and palladium 
shades

Case | 18k rose gold, open back, 42 mm ø, 13.85 mm 
high, water-resistant to 50 metres

acadEMy cHrIstopHE coLoMB 
HurrIcanE

The Zenith Academy Christophe Colomb Hurricane 
is driven by a high-frequency movement with 
constant-force fusee-chain transmission and 
the Gravity Control module, inspired by marine 
chronometers, that maintains the regulating organ 
in a horizontal position. It stands out as one of the 
most pertinent solutions to the complex problems 
of gravity, precision and isochronism, and demon-
strates what Zenith can achieve in terms of reliability 
and precision.

captaIn WInsor annuaL caLEndar

The first Captain annual calendar chronograph, 
developed in partnership with the Musée Interna-
tional d’Horlogerie in La Chaux-de-Fonds, returns 
in an original version, with new Arabic numerals on 
a revisited mat white dial for the rose gold version, 
graduated silver and palladium shades for the 
steel model. Admirers of complicated timepieces 
will appreciate the rare nature of these creations, 
confirmed by the “Captain – Special Edition” 
engraving on the case back.
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Zenith

Movement | self-winding El Primero 4035 tourbillon chron-
ograph calibre, 381 parts, 36,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 
50-hour power reserve, 37 mm ø, 7.66 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, one-minute tourbillon with 
seconds display, date, chronograph centre seconds 
hand, 30-minute counter, 12-hour counter

Dial | mat black

Case | titanium, 18k rose gold bezel, lugs, pushers and 
crown, closed back, 48 mm ø, 15.80 mm high, water-
resistant to 100 metres

Movement | self-winding El Primero 400 calibre, 278 parts, 
36,000 vibrations/hour frequency, 50-hour power reserve, 
30 mm ø, 6.60 mm high

Functions | hours, minutes, small seconds, date in an 
aperture, chronograph centre seconds hand, 30-minute 
counter, 12-hour counter

Dial | white gold, fully gem-set

Case | Original 1969, white gold, fully gem-set, 38 mm ø 

pILot MontrE d’aéronEF  
typE 20 tourBILLon

The Pilot Montre d’Aéronef Type 20 Tourbillon 
is a new addition to a collection which began in 
2012 with a model driven by a vintage movement. 
In titanium and rose gold, this tourbillon model 
positions its rotating carriage at the top left of a dial 
whose asymmetrical aesthetic draws attention to 
the tourbillon while preserving the watch’s slender 
proportions and elegant lines. The date, using a 
patented system, is shown on a disc around the 
tourbillon aperture.

EL prIMEro orIGInaL 1969 GEM-sEt

Elegance and refinement define this El Primero 
Original 1969 in a fully gem-set version, in complete 
harmony with the characteristics of the El Primero 
collection. The three-coloured dial is interpreted in 
counters which are fully paved with blue sapphires, 
black diamonds and grey diamonds, with baguette 
diamond hour markers. In all, some 3.60 carats of 
precious stones adorn the dial, bezel and case. 
Inside beats the El Primero 400 calibre, launched in 
2009 to mark the 40th anniversary of the El Primero 
and which assigns the same functions to the same 
spots as the 1969 original.
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